
CLOSE WATCH: Manhattan students listen to the National Address to Students on Educational
Success on Tuesday. The speech had earlier sparked controversy. Page 11.
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Josef Ackermann called for an
even playing field for bank pay.

Bankers back
big bonuses
in Germany

By Laurence Norman

LONDON—The U.K.’s two
main parties clashed over
public spending Tuesday,
with the governing Labour
Party saying it could avoid
deep cuts and the opposition
Conservatives charging that
the government is facing a
debt crisis that could stifle
an economic recovery.

The dispute will likely es-
calate, as the two parties pre-
pare for their annual party
conferences and work to
frame the critical economic-
policy debate ahead of the
next general election, due to
be held by June. Labour has
won the past three elections
in part because it convinced
voters it would better pro-
tect public services, but the

party faces an uphill battle to
retain power.

Chancellor of the Exche-
quer Alistair Darling ac-
knowledged the need for cost
savings and some cuts, but
didn’t give any specifics on
what he said were the “diffi-
cult decisions” the govern-
ment would face.

“Some seem in a hurry to
cut services. We are focusing
on cutting costs,” he told
business leaders in Wales.

Conservative leader
David Cameron, in a speech
in London, meanwhile
stressed that significant
spending cuts were needed
to consolidate a yawning fis-
cal def icit as the U.K.
emerges from recession. But
he also provided few details

Please turn to page 35

Inside Switzerland tops U.S.

as most competitive

By Madeleine Nissen

And Eyk Henning

FRANKFURT — Top Ger-
man bankers defended bo-
nuses Wednesday as a neces-
sary reward for talent and a
lesser factor in the global eco-
nomic crisis than politicians
have made out.

“Banks can’t let star per-
formers slip through their fin-
gers by being tight-fisted,”
said Deutsche Bank AG Chief
Executive Josef Ackermann.

Referring to a survey that
said 81% of Germans don’t be-
lieve banks have learned any-
thing from the crisis, Mr. Ack-
ermann said the lessons re-
garding compensation
weren’t the most important.
“I dare say that the other crite-
ria [such as risk management,
stress tests and liquidity man-
agement] are substantially
more important,” he said.
“There is no clear link or pat-
tern between a good or bad
bank based on their business
model or the size of bonuses
they awarded.”

Other bankers gathered
for a conference the week be-
fore the anniversary of Leh-
man Brothers’ collapse were
careful to stress that bankers
couldn’t be motivated solely
by greed, and said that not all
bankers had been.

Germany’s debate over
bankers’ bonuses has largely
revolved around banks’ moral

duties to society. “The clever
ones know that ethical behav-
ior ultimately leads to suc-
cess in business,” said
Friedrich von Metzler, part-
ner at Bankhaus Metzler.

Karl-Georg Altenburg,
chief executive of J.P. Morgan
in Germany, Austria and Swit-
zerland, said pay couldn’t ex-
ceed certain bounds. “Suc-
cess can only be measured
when it is sustainable,” he
said. But Mr. Ackermann
stressed banks were under
pressure to pay competitive
packages. “The war for talent
is in full swing.”

The federalist capers
Verhofstadt’s plot to top-
ple Barroso and build an
EU super state. Page 15
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President Obama goes back to school

By Joe Parkinson

The deterioration in finan-
cial markets and economic in-
stability have helped to push
the U.S. out of its top spot as
the world’s most competi-
tive economy and into sec-
ond place after Switzerland,
according to this year’s sur-
vey by the World Economic
Forum.

The U.S. had taken first
place in the Global Competi-
tiveness Index since the
Geneva-based think tank in-
troduced the GCI in its cur-
rent form in 2004.

In this year’s survey, in the
ranking of trust in a country’s
banks, the U.S. fell to 108th po-
sition—just behind Tanzania—
from 40th last year. The soar-

ing American budget deficit,
which now tops $1 trillion,
pushed the U.S. ranking for
economic stability down to
93rd from 66th.

Please turn to page 35

Rival U.K. parties

clash over spending
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Kraft’s bid for Cadbury could
put Nestlé and Hershey in a
not-so-sweet spot if the lat-
ter two don’t assemble a
deal separately or together.
Kraft reiterated that it aims
to enter friendly negotiations
with Cadbury. Pages 4, 5, 36

n Gold prices rose above
$1,000 an ounce, suggesting
investors are wary of U.S.
dollar weakness. Pages 25, 36

n A bullion-backed ETF will
start trading in the U.S. as
gold prices climb and inves-
tor demand surges. Page 23

n U.S. stocks rose as inves-
tors appeared willing to add
risk to their portfolios. Europe
shares gained for a fourth
straight session. Page 22

n Germany’s industrial out-
put unexpectedly declined as
government programs are
being phased out. Page 3

n The Czech economy con-
tracted a record 5.5% in the
second quarter. Page 3

n Luxury auto makers
BMW, Mercedes-Benz and
Audi reported August sales
declines amid anemic de-
mand in Europe. Page 6

n China’s auto sales jumped,
aided by a temporary tax re-
duction that raised concerns
about 2010 demand. Page 6

n Karzai exceeded a majority
in preliminary results, but the
Afghan election commission
has yet to give in to interna-
tional pressure to reject or
recount a large number of
suspect ballots. Page 9

n Germany said the world
should reserve judgment on
whether civilians were killed
in an airstrike in Afghanistan,
even as NATO said it be-
lieved civilians died. Page 10

n Royal Bank of Scotland
hired Goldman Sachs to sell
its aircraft-leasing business
amid a glut of similar assets
on the market. Page 8

n Former Dresdner Kleinwort
traders filed a claim against
the firm seeking $48.8 million
in unpaid bonuses Page 23

n The EBRD will raise its in-
vestment in emerging econo-
mies to $11.5 billion in 2009,
reflecting continuing effects
of the financial crisis. Page 2

n Air France said it may cut
some business-class seats
and destinations. Page 8

n A Congolese court sen-
tenced two Norwegians to
death after convicting them of
espionage and murder.
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It is time for Hershey to act

Is the outlook for the
world economy dark enough
for gold to continue to glitter?

Remarkably, the gold
price has appreciated 12%
since April, a period during
which financial-meltdown
fears appear to have receded
and investors have rushed
back into riskier assets.
Gold’s resilience suggests
continuing demand for an as-
set that could outperform in
worst-case scenarios.

But not every difficult eco-
nomic outcome is the same.
That’s something investors
need to remember as they de-
cide whether gold—rather
than U.S. Treasurys—is the
best disaster hedge.

Treasurys start with sev-
eral advantages. They pro-
duce an income stream,
whereas gold does not. And,
although Treasurys would
be hit if there is a strong eco-
nomic rebound with low in-
flation, gold would likely be
hammered.

Next, Treasurys actually
did better than gold in the
fear-drenched period at the

end of last year. The Merrill
Lynch price index for the
10-year Treasury jumped
11.6% from September
through the end of 2008.
The Comex gold price was
up 6.6% over the same pe-
riod, and it sold off sharply
in the middle of the melt-
down. That last fact sug-
gests gold benefits when
markets are functioning—
like now—but the metal, like
other assets, can fall when

markets close down.
In other words, Treasurys

could trump gold in a Japan-
like environment, where de-
flation pushes up real yields
but isn’t high enough to
cause serious stress in the
financial system and the
wider economy.

But gold has a big friend
in Western central banks, es-
pecially the U.S. Federal Re-
serve, which is still printing
enormous amounts of dol-
lars to support key markets.
This makes the inflation out-
look uncertain, helping gold
and hurting currencies like
the dollar. The printing looks
set to continue. Ominously,
this weekend, the G-20 said
central-bank liquidity sup-
port “will need to remain in
place for some time.”

One area where that sup-
port could stay in place for a
long time is for the U.S.
housing market. Right now,
there is almost no private-
sector demand for noncon-
forming residential mort-
gages, reflected in the fact
that the U.S. government

has effectively or explicitly
guaranteed as much as 85%
of all mortgages originated
this year, according to Inside
Mortgage Finance. In turn,
the Fed is buying nearly 80%
of government-backed mort-
gages packaged in securities.

If it pulls back, house
prices could resume their
slide, triggering more foreclo-
sures and losses for banks.

Finally, soaring fiscal defi-
cits favor gold. The IMF ex-
pects G-7 countries to show
a combined fiscal deficit
equivalent to 10.36% of GDP
this year, more than double
the level following the
1990-91 recession. True, it is
impossible to time a fiscal
Armageddon bet. The yen
has stayed strong even as
Japanese government bor-
rowing has exploded over
the past 20 years.

But government finances
are now deteriorating in
most developed countries.

For pessimists, if we’re in
for a Japanese-style defla-
tionary bust, buy Treasurys.
For other disaster scenarios,
go for gold.  —Peter Eavis

Tillman buys storied clothier Aquascutum
Deal ends speculation
on luxury brand
that dressed royalty

When it comes to M&A,
Hershey has a long record of
sitting it out. With Cadbury
forced into the limelight,
does Hershey still have a
chance to get off the bench?

After last year’s merger
between Mars and Wrigley,
Hershey and London-listed
Cadbury tried, but failed, to
agree on a deal. If Kraft suc-
ceeds with this week’s
$16.7 billion offer for Cad-
bury, it will leave Hershey a
distant fourth place in the
global candy business.

How can Hershey re-
spond? A sale seems un-
likely, with the Hershey
Trust saying it won’t sell.

Of course, Kraft’s over-
ture could possibly rekindle
talks with Cadbury. But with
Cadbury shares up 38% in
two days, the U.K. company
would have a hard time tell-
ing shareholders it could
find better value through a
Hershey merger.

That leaves Hershey one
option: finding a way to fi-
nance a competing bid. The
company has $1.7 billion in
net debt and a market capi-

talization of $8.9 billion.
That is hardly enough ammu-
nition to take over Cadbury,
now valued at $17.7 billion.

One possibility is to part-
ner with Nestlé. But Nestlé
has been focused on diversi-
fying away from candy.

Hershey might have bet-
ter luck with a private-eq-
uity partner. But a richly
priced Cadbury investment
is unlikely to entice private-
equity firms without access
to cheap debt financing or
cost savings from the deal.

Even if Hershey managed
to launch a bid, much of
Kraft’s expected $625 mil-
lion in annual cost savings
relate to overlap across Cad-
bury’s international opera-
tions, which Hershey
wouldn’t have.

And yet, Hershey shares
actually rose 1.4% Tuesday.
That puts the stock at a
heady 18 times next year’s
consensus earnings forecast—
not far below Cadbury with
a bid premium baked in. In-
vestors still seem to believe
Hershey can turn the situa-
tion to its advantage.
 —John Jannarone

Is gold the best disaster hedge?
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Cary Grant at the Aquascutum store in 1955 wearing a classic Aquascutum Field style coat; the store in central London, right.
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All that glitters
Gold and index performance
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By Paul Sonne

LONDON—U.K. retail mogul
Harold Tillman, chairman and major-
ity owner of Jaeger Ltd., has pur-
chased Aquascutum Group PLC, the
luxury clothier and trench-coat
maker that has dressed British elites
from Margaret Thatcher to Sean Con-
nery for 158 years.

Renown Inc. of Japan, which ac-
quired Aquascutum in 1990 for £77
million ($125.9 million), said it sold
the clothier to Mr. Tillman for a sum
that wasn’t disclosed.

The deal unites two of the U.K.’s
renowned luxury brands under Mr.
Tillman’s ownership and ends
months of speculation about the fu-
ture of Aquascutum.

Aquascutum—which owns its
flagship store in London at 100 Re-
gent St. near Picadilly Circus—has
long been associated with British lux-
ury. The company outfitted soldiers
for the Crimean War and World War I
and dressed members of the royal
family, such as King Edward VII and
Princess Anne, as well as top Holly-
wood stars, including Cary Grant. Its
top-line coats retail for about
$3,000.

The clothing retailer fell into a
state of uncertainty in the spring
when Renown put the company un-
der review and former Chief Execu-
tive Officer Kim Winser departed af-
ter a failed buyout bid.

Mr. Tillman, who owns the U.K.
department-store Allders of Croy-
don and serves as chairman of the

British Fashion Council, purchased
Aquascutum along with a group of
minority stakeholders that includes
Jaeger group CEO Belinda Earl and
Aquascutum designers Michael
Hertz and Graham Fiddler. Broad-
wick Group Ltd., the corporate vehi-
cle used to purchase Aquascutum
from Renown, is owned 72% by Mr.
Tillman, 20% by Ms. Earl and 8% by
Messrs. Hertz and Fiddler, accord-
ing to an individual close to the deal.
YGM Trading Ltd., the Chinese lic-
ensee for Aquascutum that had been
indicated as a potential buyer, ac-
quired the rights to the company’s

business in Asia as part of the deal.
Aquascutum’s new owners hope

to reverse the company’s fortunes by
expanding the brand in the U.S., Rus-
sia and the Middle East.

Though Aquascutum and Jaeger
won’t become a single company, Mr.
Tillman and Ms. Earl hope their com-
bined buying power of more than
£300 million will result in cost-reduc-
ing synergies.

“We will look for economies of
scale and operational efficiencies as
obviously our buying power will be
greater,” said Ms. Earl, a former CEO
at the U.K. department store Deben-

hams PLC. She added she was confi-
dent the two brands would comple-
ment one another. “Aquascutum is
very much a luxury position in the
marketplace, and Jaeger is very
much affordable luxury.”

After buying Jaeger in 2003, Mr.
Tillman appointed Ms. Earl to head
the company a year later, and the two
set about retooling the brand’s de-
signs and expanding operations out-
side Europe.

The brand went from losing mil-
lions each year to enjoying a profit-
able business with world-wide an-
nual sales of £140 million.

Now, the duo is looking for a re-
peat performance with Aquascutum,
as they prepare to take yet another
brand with an established reputation
and remake it into a profitable, mod-
ern clothier. Ms. Earl says she will be
looking to retail Aquascutum at de-
partment stores outside the U.K. and
increase the brand’s presence online.

The new owners hope to revive
Aquascutum’s business while retain-
ing its refined status. As Mr. Tillman
said in an interview with Reuters:
“We will get into the business, meet
the management and hopefully
spray our stardust on it.”

Email: heard@wsj.com
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Asian pensions overtake Europe’s
A low taste for risk
helped Asian funds
avoid worst of 2008

By Mark Cobley

Europe’s biggest pension funds
weathered the financial crisis bet-
ter than their North American coun-
terparts last year, according to new
research. But Asia’s pensions sav-
ings actually grew during 2008,
and total funds under management
by Asian-Pacific pension funds sur-
passed Europe’s for the first time.

According to an annual ranking
prepared by the consultancy Wat-
son Wyatt, $1.5 trillion was
knocked off the value of the world’s
300 biggest pension funds during
the 12 months to Dec. 31, 2008. The
funds declined in size by 12.6% to
$10.4 trillion—with $4.7 trillion of
those assets being in North Amer-
ica, $3 trillion in Asia and $2.5 tril-
lion in Europe.

Some of Europe’s giants had a
particularly bad year—the Dutch
civil servants’ fund ABP declined in
value from $315 billion to $243 bil-
lion, though it held on to its place
as the world’s third-biggest pen-
sion fund overall. And the world’s
second-biggest fund, the Norwe-
gian Government Pension Fund,
shrank by $32 billion. Its invest-
ment losses were much steeper, but
since it is funded by tax receipts on
the Nordic nation’s oil production,
it continued to receive new income.

But there was good news for
Danish pensioners. Their national
pension scheme ATP, regarded as
one of Europe’s most professional
investors, grew in size during 2008
from $84 billion to $110 billion—
and entered the top 20 global funds
for the first time, at 14th. This was
partly because of a large allocation
to fixed income, the hedging of its
equity portfolio using financial in-
struments, and the strengthening

of the Danish kroner against the
U.S. dollar, in which currency the
ranking is calculated.

Structural factors helped Asia’s
rise. Many funds in the region are
newer than in Europe, with contri-
butions from working members
outweighing pensions paid to retir-
ees.

In Australia, where mandatory
payments into a national system of
pension funds began in the early
90s, the pension funds have been
growing by an average 13% a year
for the past five years—the world’s
second-fastest behind Taiwan.

Heavy fixed-income allocations,
at least in comparison with the U.S.
and U.K., coupled with a generally
weakening dollar also contributed
to the rise.

Emblematic of Asia’s compara-
tive rise, meanwhile, is the world’s
biggest retirement fund, the Japa-
nese Government Pension Invest-
ment Fund. This giant swelled by
more than $200 billion to $1.28 tril-
lion during 2008. It is largely in-
vested in government debt, one of
the few assets to do well last year—
and Japanese funds were also
buoyed by the strong yen.

Larger funds generally did well—
with the top 20 falling by only 4%
on average. “They have also used
their size to their advantage by en-
suring their various activities add
up to a value proposition for benefi-
ciaries” said Carl Hess, global head
of investment consulting at Wat-
son Wyatt.

Most of the few that did get big-
ger last year were Asian funds,
which are growing fast and tend to
be more heavily committed to fixed-
income assets.

Taiwan’s Postal Savings Fund
grew from $129 billion to $154 bil-
lion, which took it from 14th to
eighth in the ranking. Singapore’s
Central Provident Fund grew from
$95 billion to $104 billion, and
climbed six places to 16th. Malay-

sia’s $99 billion Employees Provi-
dent Fund also entered the top 20
at 19.

In contrast, big pension plans in
the U.S. and elsewhere in North
America generally shrank last year,
as big losses in equities markets
made themselves felt. The Califor-
nia Public Employees’ Retirement
System, known as Calpers, started
2008 with $255 billion and ended it
with $214 billion, though it held
onto its fourth place in the size ta-
ble. Its sister fund Calstrs fell from
$176 billion to $147 billion and sur-
rendered its global seventh place
to a Japanese fund.

Canadian pension plans did
even worse—the Ontario Teachers
Pension Plan and the Canada Pen-
sion Plan both fell out of the top 20
after losing 34.4% and 30% from
their investments, respectively.
The pension plan for telecoms
group AT&T, together with the New
York State Teachers pension plan,
also dropped out of the top 20.

The Watson Wyatt ranking,
which is prepared in association
with U.S. investment newspaper
Pensions & Investments, is being al-
tered by the faster growth rate of
several Asian nations’ savings
funds. Japan is the best-perform-
ing, with its biggest schemes grow-
ing by 21.3% a year between 2003
and 2008—though Denmark is in
second place.

Watson Wyatt’s report ob-
served: “Of particular interest are
Denmark, Singapore and Malaysia,
all of which now have one fund in
the top 20. Each of these funds have
had above-average performance,
gaining positions year after year.”

However, Watson Wyatt’s rank-
ings have some limitations because
of the reluctance of some large
funds to release figures. For exam-
ple, a sharp decline in the Korean
National Pension Service’s assets is
based on an estimated figure for
2007, Watson Wyatt said. Mean-
while, the figures for many Japa-
nese and U.K. pension funds aren’t
directly comparable to most others
around the world because they
only provide figures as of March 31
each year.

 —For more, visit
efinancialnews.com

Big pension plans
in North America
generally shrank
last year.
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Rising out of the crisis
In 2008, pension funds in the Asia-Pacific region ended up managing more 
assets than European funds, better weathering an overall drop in asset values.
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By Joe Parkinson

LONDON—The European Bank
for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment voted to raise its investment in
emerging economies to a record Œ8
billion($11.5 billion) in 2009, reflect-
ing the continuing effects of the fi-
nancial crisis and increased demand
for financing.

The move, which follows calls
from the Group of 20 leading econo-
mies for international organizations
to use their full capacity to ease the
crisis, brings the EBRD’s lending tar-
get for the year 52% higher than
what it invested in 2008.

“The economic environment con-
tinues to pose a challenge for many in
our region, but the EBRD is well
equippedandreadytocontinuetopro-
videsupport where itismost needed,”
EBRD President Thomas Mirow said.
“Our investments so far this year un-
derscore that commitment.”

The funding boost, which will ex-
tend credit lines across Eastern Eu-
rope, the Caucasus and Central Asia,
particularly to small businesses, will
be financed from the bank’s reserves.

From the Baltic Sea to the Black
Sea, the once fast-growing ex-com-
munist economies have been ham-
mered by collapsing demand and
vanishing foreign-investment
flows. The downturn has already
claimedgovernments in Latvia,Hun-
gary and Bulgaria. Many states in the
region have turned to the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund for emer-
gency financial aid.

Economists said the EBRD’s move
signals that an economic recovery re-
mained a distant prospect for most
Eastern European states. “The bal-
ance sheet of the region is still
weighed down with a lot of external
debt,” said Timothy Ash, head of Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe research at
theRoyalBankofScotland,adding,“It
will be a slow and painful recovery.”

When it was established in 1991,
the EBRD was conceived of as a new
kind of development institution,
one that encouraged private-sector
financing. But the long-term conse-
quences of the financial crisis will re-
duce the amount of private capital
available to the region.

EBRD increases
plans to support
emerging nations
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Japan current account declines

In U.K., a spending clash

Japan’s current account 

Source: Ministry of Finance, Japan
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Deal near to protect Linux
Group to buy patents
that may be related
to operating system
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“The Prime Minister
and I will never risk

the fiscal sustainability
of our economy.”

—Chancellor of the Exchequer
Alistair Darling

“We must...pay our
fair share. And that

starts at the very top”

—Conservative leader
David Cameron

By Takashi Mochizuki

TOKYO—Japan’s current-ac-
count surplus declined more than
expected in July, government data
showed, as a decline in production
overseas reduced royalties from
patented technology, and falling
global interest rates weighed on
domestic investors’ securities in-
come.

The surplus in the current ac-
count, the broadest measure of Ja-
pan’s trade with the rest of the
world, fell 19.4% from a year ear-
lier to 1.266 trillion yen ($13.62 bil-
lion) in July before seasonal ad-
justment—a sharper pace of de-
cline than the consensus forecast
of a 0.1% drop.

In June, the current account
more than doubled, to 1.153 tril-
lion yen.

The current account measures
trade in goods, services, tourism
and investment. It is the differ-

ence between Japan’s income
from foreign sources and pay-
ments on foreign obligations, ex-
cluding net capital investment.

The data, released by the fi-
nance ministry, showed Japan’s
trade surplus increased 42.3% to
437.3 billion yen, as exports fell

37.6% because of continued weak
overseas demand for Japanese
products. However, imports de-
clined more sharply, decreasing
41.2%, due to the country’s much
lower energy costs. Crude-oil
prices have fallen about 50% from
a year earlier. Exports fell 37% and
imports declined 43.8% in June.

But weak numbers in other cate-
gories caused the overall current-
account surplus to drop more than
expected. Japan’s services deficit
grew to 288.3 billion yen from
223.7 billion yen a year earlier,
partly because the slowdown in
global production meant fewer
manufacturers were using Japa-
nese patented technology.

Also, falling interest rates cut
into Japanese investors’ overseas
returns. Income from securities
held by Japanese companies fell to
1.247 trillion yen from 1.645 tril-
lion yen the year before.

of where those cuts would fall.
Mr. Cameron charged that the

Labour government could create a
double-dip recession because mar-
ket concerns about the public fi-
nances could force up borrowing
costs and suppress growth.

“This country is in a debt cri-
sis,” he said. “We must all now
come together, play our part, carry
our burden and pay our fair share.
And that starts at the very top—
with politicians cutting the cost of
politics.”

Mr. Cameron has emphasized
fiscal reform, pointing to a budget
deficit set to top 12% of gross do-
mestic product in the current finan-
cial year, making it one of the high-
est in Europe. U.K. net debt to gross
domestic product ratio is set to
reach about 80% by the middle of
the next decade. The government
has noted, however, that most
other developed nations face simi-
lar debt burdens after the eco-
nomic downturn.

As a sweetener for voters still
angered by the recent parliamen-
tary-expenses scandal, Mr. Cam-
eron promised that a Conservative
government would cut the cost of
politics. He said his party would re-
duce ministers’ salaries, freeze law-
makers’ pay and cut the number of
members of parliament.

Prime Minister Gordon Brown’s
Labour government currently
trails the Conservatives by a siz-
able margin in most opinion polls.
A ComRes poll for the Independent
newspaper published Tuesday
showed Labour 16 percentage
points behind the Tories.

While Mr. Brown has avoided
talking about spending cuts, his fi-
nance minister is now acknowledg-
ing that some cuts might be neces-
sary.

“In the medium-term, we need
to live within our means; not to do
so would be equally irresponsible
and damage our country’s future,”
Mr. Darling said. “The prime minis-
ter and I will never risk the fiscal
sustainability of our economy.”

He added that it is crucial that
the government maintains spend-
ing while the economy is in reces-
sion and that public investment “is
vital” over the longer term. “The
first priority has to be to look for ar-
eas where we can achieve greater
efficiency,” he said.

However, he didn’t spell out any
particular spending cuts, and main-
tained the government’s line that it
wouldn’t necessarily need to re-
duce overall spending levels.

The U.K. government faces the
threat of a downgrade to its tri-
ple-A credit ratings after the next
election if it doesn’t sharpen its def-
icit-reductions plans. Standard &
Poor’s Ratings Service placed the
U.K. on a negative ratings outlook
in May and said the government’s
plan to halve the budget deficit by
2014 wasn’t ambitious enough.

Labour and the Conservatives
are heading toward their annual
party conferences in late Septem-
ber and early October, respectively.
Mr. Darling will have another
chance to lay out specifics on
which programs he would trim or
cut when he launches his prebud-
get report later in the autumn.

Continued from first page
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The U.S. still won high marks
for productivity and a flexible la-
bor market, economists said, but
they stressed that the financial cri-
sis had magnified existing eco-
nomic imbalances.

“In particular, we’ve seen a
weakening of the quality of its fi-
nancial markets. … These are imbal-
ances that have been building up
over time, which have been exacer-
bated by the economic crisis,” said
Jennifer Blanke, senior economist

at the World Economic Forum.
The Swiss economy was

praised for its stability and contin-
ual innovation, despite a loss of
trust in its banks, which slipped to
44th position from 16th last year.

The GCI bases its rankings on a
range of measures, including eco-
nomic data, health statistics and
figures pertaining to the number
of Internet users. The study also
factors in a survey of business lead-
ers.

Sweden, Denmark and Finland

again ranked among the six most
competitive economies this year,
winning praise for the efficiency
of their institutions and their fis-
cal discipline. The U.K. economy
fell to 12th, down one place. Emerg-
ing markets China, India and Bra-
zil all improved their competitive-
ness among the 133 countries, de-
spite the crisis, the report showed.
Russia slid 12 places to 63rd, as
worries about government effi-
ciency and judicial independence
rose, the report said.

Continued from first page

Switzerland supplants U.S. as most competitive

By Nick Wingfield

Microsoft Corp. has suggested
in recent years that companies us-
ing the Linux computer-operating
system might be violating Mi-
crosoft patents. Now, in an effort
to avert any legal threat that
might discourage the adoption of
Linux, a group of Microsoft rivals
is about to acquire a set of patents
formerly owned by the software gi-
ant.

Linux is a free open-source oper-
ating system that has gained
ground against Microsoft’s Win-
dows software among business us-
ers, especially in servers, the big
back-office computers inside com-
panies. Linux’s fans say the free
software is more secure than Win-
dows and, because its blueprint is
open to users, can be more easily
customized.

The group, which includes ma-
jor corporate supporters of such
open-source software—including
International Business Machines
Corp., Red Hat Inc. and Sony
Corp.—said it is nearing an agree-
ment to acquire 22 patents that Mi-
crosoft sold to another organiza-
tion earlier this year. Though the is-
sue hasn’t been tested in court, the
patents may relate to Linux.

The group, the Open Invention
Network, argues that its acquisi-
tion will protect users of Linux

software from expensive lawsuits
that could result if the patents fell
into the hands of “patent trolls,”
groups that don’t typically make
products and exist primarily to
earn money from lawsuits and set-
tlements in patent cases.

The group said it is close to sign-
ing a deal to acquire the patents
from Allied Security Trust. AST
buys patents to protect its mem-
bers from patent litigation, pro-
vides them with licenses to the
technology, and then resells the
patents on the open market. OIN
and AST, whose members include
Verizon Communications Inc.,
Cisco Systems Inc. and Hewlett-
Packard Co., could announce an
agreement as early as this week.

AST won control of the patents
in a private auction held by Mi-
crosoft. OIN and AST said their co-
operation ensures that the Mi-
crosoft patents won’t end up with
patent trolls, leaving some big
boosters of Linux potentially ex-
posed. “We have averted a sce-
nario where these patents can be
used for negative purposes,” said
Keith Bergelt, chief executive of-
ficer of OIN, which holds on to its
patents and broadly licenses
them.

Financial terms of the deals
aren’t being disclosed.

Mr. Bergelt said Microsoft pre-
sented the patents to potential bid-
ders in its auction as relating to
Linux. A Microsoft executive de-
clined to say how the company de-
scribed the patents to bidders.

Microsoft’s sale of the patents
is a new twist in its approach to
Linux. Microsoft executives have

previously said that the company
holds more than 200 patents, out
of the company’s total portfolio of
more than 50,000 patents, that
they believe are violated by Linux
software. In recent years, Mi-
crosoft has entered into patent-li-
censing pacts with dozens of com-
panies that distribute or use open-
source software in their products.

Earlier this year, Microsoft
went a step further and filed a law-
suit in federal court in Seattle
against the Dutch GPS device
maker TomTom NV for allegedly vi-
olating Microsoft patents related
to Linux, which were used in Tom-
Tom navigation products.

That suit, Microsoft’s first
Linux-related action and its first-
ever alleging infringement of a soft-
ware patent—caused a stir among
open-source advocates who feared
Microsoft might be mounting a ma-
jor legal offensive against Linux us-
ers. Microsoft and TomTom subse-
quently settled the suit for undis-
closed terms.

Dave Kaefer, general manager
for intellectual-property licensing
at Microsoft, disputed allegations
by some open-source advocates
that the company intended to dis-
rupt the market for Linux products
with the sale of the patents, argu-
ing that it wouldn’t have sold the
patents to AST, a firm whose mem-
bers also include Linux boosters, if
its goal had been disruption.

Mr. Kaefer said the patents, ac-
quired from Silicon Graphics, were
sold because they weren’t strate-
gic to the company. “They weren’t
important to our business going
forward,” he said. The U.K.

government faces
the threat of a
ratings downgrade.
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Germany’s industrial output falls
Vulnerability shown
as stimulus spending
is being phased out

LEADING THE NEWS

By Christopher Emsden

German industrial production
declined in July, highlighting the
threats to the euro area’s economy
as various government stimulus
measures fade out.

Contrary to expectations, data
from the German economics ministry
showed that industrial output fell
0.9% in July from June, mirroring the
trend in Spain and other euro-zone
trading partners. The German data
damped hopes the euro zone might be
led outof recession by its largest econ-
omy and most prolific exporter.

Economists said sustainable
growth will require stronger domes-
tic demand, which is unlikely given
weak labor markets and jammed
credit markets. Economists will be
watching for more indications of a
possible relapse in output this fall.

European government and cen-
tral-bank officials have warned that
rising unemployment, scarce access
to credit and protectionism could
stifle the recovery if policy makers
are complacent.

The economic contraction may
be slowing or even on the mend, “but
the new reality is that gross domes-
tic product in most places will not re-
gain early-2008 levels for a decade,”
said Carl Weinberg, senior econo-
mist for High Frequency Economics.

“Depression is just beginning,” he
added, specifying that by depression
he meant a lengthy period in which
the level of economic activity doesn’t
support full employment. Barring a
“supernormal”growthsurge,fullem-
ployment won’t be back in the euro
area for six years, he estimated.

Output levels in some parts of the
euro zone were particularly grim in
comparison with what was seen a
year ago. German industrial produc-
tion in July was 17% below July
2008’s reading. And Spain’s Na-
tionalStatisticsInstitutesaidthat in-
dustrial production in July was
down 17.4% on the year, a steeper fall
than reported in June.

The U.K., by contrast, reported its
best manufacturing output data in
three years, with output up 0.9% on
the month in July, twice as much as
expected. But the figures were over-

whelmingly influenced by a 10.4%
monthly jump in automobile produc-
tion, thanks to a program that subsi-
dizes the purchases of new cars.

A similar programin Germany ac-
counted for all of the 2.1% quarterly
industrial output gain that country
posted in the second quarter, when it
managed to boost its GDP and usher
in hopes the recession was already
over, said Sylvain Broyer, an econo-
mist for Natixis in Frankfurt.

Auto and other subsidies also
helped industries in emerging Eu-
rope mitigate losses earlier this year.

In Romania, where Renault SA pro-
duces its low-cost and suddenly popu-
lar Dacia, industrial production fell by
6.99% in July from July 2008, a
steeper rate than previously reported.
New orders—a proxy for future pro-
duction—fell even faster, down 21%
compared with 16.2% in June.

In Turkey, which like Germany had
been expected to emerge soonest
from recession, industrial production
fell9.2% from July 2008, more than ex-
pected. Demand-sensitive sectors are
losing momentum as tax incentives
subside, and a recovery without anup-
tick in domestic demand doesn’t look
sustainable, said Citigroup economist
Ilker Domac in Istanbul.

The same applies to Germany.
New orders did pick up in July, but
would have contracted if it weren’t
for a one-time order of 405 tanks by
the German military. Foreign orders
fell 2.3% from June.

German exports grew for the
third month in a row in July, which
augurs well for that country’s third-
quarter GDP. But it bodes less well
for the euro zone as a whole, as Ger-
many’s robust trade surplus makes
it harder for its main trading part-

ners to grow without relying on
greater amounts of debt or pushing
down domestic wages.
 —Nina Koeppen

and Joe Parkinson
contributed to this article.

Source: German Statistics Office
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By Sean Carney

PRAGUE—The Czech economy
contracted a record 5.5% from a year
earlier in the second quarter, the
largest-ever annual fall in the his-
tory of the republic, data from the
Czech Statistics Office, or CSU,
showed Tuesday.

The decline in gross domestic
product was a full percentage point
more than the 4.5% annual contrac-
tion the central bank had forecast
and also exceeded the 4.9% drop the
CSU had reported previously.

The export-reliant Czech Repub-
lic has been hit hard by a sharp de-
cline in demand from Western Eu-
rope for its locally produced cars and
electronics over the past 10 months.
In addition to its shrinking GDP, the
recession isfueling Czech unemploy-
ment and pushing the country’s fis-
cal deficit to new heights.

In August, the country’s unem-
ployment rate rose to 8.5% from
8.4% in July, the Czech labor minis-
try said Tuesday. Later this week,
the country’s finance minister will
submit a 2010 budget to parliament,
projecting a deficit of 7.4% of GDP.

Exports from the Czech Republic
fell by a marked 16.6% in the second
quarter while imports dropped 17%
from a year earlier. Fixed capital for-
mation slid an annual 7.2% as overall
gross capital formation fell 21.5%.

The only segments to post an-
nual growth were government and
household spending, which rose
2.7% and 1.6% respectively.

With exports low,
Czech economy
has record drop
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Hoping buyers love them, yeah, yeah, yeah
Companies step up
offerings as interest
in music games wanes

called Topics. This is a way of auto-
organizing messages into different
groups after you label them as being
part of a certain topic, say “Mom’s
Birthday.” All messages in an email
conversation are grouped into
“Mom’s Birthday,” as are any future
responses to the same conversa-
tion. Postbox gives you three ways
to label an email conversation as be-
ing part of a certain topic: from the
toolbar, using a Topics button in the
message header or by pressing “T”
from within a message. You can also
select a topic as you’re composing
an email, pre-sorting that conversa-
tion into a designated topic.

Not everyone will like Topics be-
cause, however helpful the feature
is, it makes the user do more work
when he or she just want to get
through a huge pile of unread
emails. Labeling each email with a
certain topic doesn’t take long, but
it’s still an extra step. I would like
Postbox to create automatic topics
for sorting emails. For example, I re-
cently sent and received at least 50

emails related to rescheduling ten-
nis matches. Even though all of
these messages had the word “ten-

nis” in them, not all of them were re-
lated to the same email, so they
wouldn’t sort into the topic I cre-

ated, “Tennis Make-Up.” Postbox
says it has considered automatic op-
tions like these and may try to incor-
porate something similar in future
versions of the product.

If my 30-day trial ran out tomor-
row, I’d miss Postbox’s Inspector
Bar the most. This feature works
like a filter, instantly sucking out the
most important parts in each email—
including messages, attachments,
images or links—and displaying
them in a blue, right-side panel.

Another useful tool in Postbox is
the Compose Sidebar. This also ap-
pears as a right-side panel but it
shows up when someone is writing
an email. This panel can display at-
tachments, images, links or contacts
found in all emails so you can simply
drag and drop that item into your
email as you’re composing it. This
took me a while to get comfortable
using it because I’m so used to hunt-
ing through emails for things that I
need to find. But once it became a
habit, I found myself using the Com-
pose Sidebar often.

If you have Postbox running in

the background and you get an
email, small notifications appear in
the bottom left of your screen tell-
ing you which email account re-
ceived the message and who sent it.

In the Content Tabs, which fill up
with all attachments, images, links
or contacts found in your indexed
email, a feature called the Action
Bar lets you save, send, or instantly
glance at a document. This saves
you from opening each email and its
attachment, a process that some-
times requires opening a slow-to-
open program to see the document.
A slider in this Action Bar lets you ad-
just the size of images from small to
large.

Postbox shines a unique light on
email and the way we work with it ev-
ery day. Not all of its features will
come naturally for long-time users
of the same email program. But for
someone who wants a fast search op-
tion built into email Postbox is a win-
ner.

Edited by Walter S. Mossberg.
Email mossbergsolution@wsj.com

Continued from page 31

Postbox’s program eases email viewing—attachments and all

By Yukari Iwatani Kane

Not as many people are buying
music videogames such as Activi-
sion Blizzard Inc.’s Guitar Hero and
MTV Games’ Rock Band as they once
did. So videogame makers are step-
ping up the competition with give-
aways, spinoffs and crowd-pleasing
music choices.

For the first time, Activision is of-
fering a freebie—Guitar Hero: Van
Halen—with its latest Guitar Hero 5
game that debuted last week. Con-
sumers who buy the $59.99 Guitar
Hero 5 in its first month on shelves
get the Van Halen game free when it
is released in December. What’s
more, Activision in October is launch-
ing DJ Hero, a version with turnta-
bles for urban hip-hop fans, and in
November is releasing Band Hero, a
more mainstream version packed
with popular music. That will make
it the biggest number of Guitar Hero
games that the company has
launched in a four-month span.

“We’re about variety and value
this year,” says Dan Rosensweig,
chief executive of Activision’s Guitar
Hero unit. He adds that he is working
on bringing more features and more
capabilities via the Internet to the
game so it doesn’t get “stagnant.”

Meanwhile, Viacom Inc.’s MTV
Games is for the first time relying on
the appeal of just one band with the
release of The Beatles: Rock Band on
Wednesday. MTV is also partnering
with Time Warner Inc.’s interactive
entertainment company to create
Lego Rock Band, a family-friendly
version of the game that is due out in
November with characters made
from the ubiquitous construction
toy.

The moves illustrate how video-
game makers have to work doubly
hard to grab consumers as the music-
game genre matures amid a reces-
sion. Music games that tap into
many people’s inner desire to be
rock stars have fueled much of the
videogame industry’s growth in the

past few years. In a typical game, as
many as four to six players take on
the role of rock stars and push but-
tons on a guitar-shaped controller,
tap on the drumset, or sing into a mi-
crophone according to scrolling
cues on the screen. The games have
attracted a broader audience be-
yond core gamers by catering to a va-
riety of music tastes with 60s rock
by the Rolling Stones to heavy metal
songs by White Zombie.

In 2008, the games hauled in
nearly $2 billion, or about 17% of
overall videogame sales, making it
the biggest game category, accord-
ing to San Diego, Calif., research firm
DFC Intelligence. In contrast, music
games produced just $135 million in
2005 when the first Guitar Hero
launched, or less than 2% of the over-
all industry’s revenue.

But some videogame experts say
that interest in the genre is now wan-
ing as consumers are overwhelmed
by a growing selection of those
games that, for the most part, do the
same thing. In addition to the Guitar
Hero and Rock Band franchises, con-
sumers can find karaoke games like
Sony Computer Entertainment
Inc.’s SingStar games and Microsoft
Corp.’s Lips on store shelves.
Konami Corp. is also expected to re-
lease the latest in its Karaoke Revolu-
tion series in November.

“People have experienced a little
bit of fatigue with them,” says Libe
Goad, editor in chief of AOL Games’
online gaming news site GameDaily.
“We get the idea of the games. Now
we need something new.”

Kathryn Smith agrees. The
25-year-old insurance broker says
she is happy with her purchase of
last year’s Guitar Hero World Tour
game and doesn’t plan to buy a new
version. “I like playing it and I’m
glad I have my own but one is
enough,” says the Pittsburgh, Penn.,
resident. Indeed, many of the old mu-
sic games have online components—
such as letting people download ex-
tra songs—that keep the games
fresh. Rock Band offers some songs
free or for 99 cents, but most are
$1.99. Songs for Guitar Hero games
are available for $1.99 a song or
$5.49 for three.

Even big music fans like Mark Ra-
panut are no longer rushing to buy

every new music game. The 28-year-
old project manager, who has
bought almost every major Guitar
Hero game so far, still plans to pur-
chase Guitar Hero 5 but admits that
he didn’t buy the Aerosmith and Me-
tallica versions that came out in the
past two years. “I didn’t have time
for those versions,” says the San
Jose, Calif., resident.

The upshot: Even though Guitar
hero 5 and The Beatles: Rock Band
are projected to be among the top-
selling games this year, overall mu-
sic-game sales have fallen by about
half so far this year from a year ago,
analysts say. That outpaces the 14%
decline in industry-wide software
sales, according to market research
firm NPD Group.

A big part of the plunge is be-
cause game publishers no longer sell
as many of the special instrument-
like controller packages that go with
music videogames. Many consumers
now already own those accessories,
with MTV Games estimating about
25 million households own some
kind of music-game controller. NPD
Group counts the controller sales as
part of software because they are
typically sold with the games itself.
The controllers can be used to play
sequels of the same game or some-
times also other music games.

Videogame executives acknowl-
edge the game and controller bun-
dles, which cost $99.99 for Guitar
Hero 5 and $249.99 for The Beatles:
Rock Band, may be too steep in a re-
cession. Paul Raines, chief operating
officer of specialty videogame re-
tailer GameStop Corp., says it is
“very, very happy” with advance or-
ders for music games but added that
they haven’t been as strong for the
bundles. MTV Games says it only has
“modest” forecasts for its bundles,
but declined to be more specific.

Activision and MTV Games say
the music-game genre hasn’t
peaked. But they are trying to do
more to expand their audiences and
get existing ones to keep buying
their new games. “Innovation is criti-
cal in any entertainment,” says Scott
Guthrie, executive vice president of
MTV Games.

Activision is pursuing a multi-
pronged strategy of creating more-
targeted games like the urban DJ
Hero and the family-friendly Band
Hero and adding more capabilities
to its main Guitar Hero games. In Gui-
tar Hero 5, for example, players can
also play songs from last year’s Gui-
tar Hero World Tour. Some of the
songs in DJ Hero can be played with
both the turntable and guitar con-
trollers.

The company is also eyeing over-
seas markets such as Europe, and is
choosing artists with global appeal
like Eminem and Jay-Z for its DJ
Hero game. Activision won’t say
how much more it has invested in
the franchise.

MTV Games says it has increased
its marketing spending on the Beat-
les game “significantly” from past
Rock Band games to capture inter-
est, but declined to be more specific.
After losing out to Guitar Hero last
year in games sold, in part because
of a smaller marketing budget, the
company this year is aggressively
promoting the game on its MTV Net-
works and through tie-ins with mu-
sic publisher EMI Group Ltd., which
is releasing digitally remastered CDs
of the Beatles’ original catalogue on
Wednesday.

MTV also recently announced a
new service called Rock Band Net-
work, in which emerging bands can
contribute original songs that peo-
ple can then download for a fee
that is set by the artists. And it is
working on a yet unannounced
product, for which it will partner
with the band Green Day. “Do I ex-
pect it [music games] to continue
to have double-digit growth? No.
But it’s a massive category,” says
Mr. Guthrie.

Postbox finds all attachments, Web links, photos and contacts so you can click
one button and see these items without wasting time digging through messages.
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Viacom’s MTV Games is for the first time relying on the appeal of just one band with the release of The Beatles: Rock Band.
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Small town is sweet on Kraft’s Cadbury bid
U.K. factory workers
say potential deal
could save their jobs

Cadbury is planning to close this U.K. facility and move its 500 jobs to Poland. Kraft, in its letter to Cadbury outlining its bid, said it believes the factory could be kept open.

Nestlé and Hershey could be left in a sticky situation

By Cecilie Rohwedder

And Neil Shah

KEYNSHAM, England—A “Save
Cadbury’s” campaign is thriving in
this small town, which is home to a
red-brick factory that makes candy
bars for Britain’s iconic chocolate
company. But the effort doesn’t tar-
get foreign aggressor Kraft Foods
Inc. and its surprise attempt to take
over beloved Cadbury PLC.

This campaign is trying to save
the factory from Cadbury itself.

Cadbury is planning to close the
facility and move its 500 jobs to Po-
land. Kraft, in its letter to Cadbury
management outlining its takeover
bid, said it believed the factory,
called Somerdale, could be kept
open. Indeed, the letter from Kraft
Chief Executive Irene Rosenfeld
said the deal would result in more
jobs in the U.K.

And that has led local factory
workers to embrace a foreign take-
over of their company. “If Kraft are
true to their word, then they are our
savior,” said Janet Chick, 43 years
old, who has worked on Cadbury’s
Somerdale production line for five
years, ensuring that Cadbury Fudge
bars are packaged correctly. Cad-
bury runs in the family: Her sister
has worked at the plant for 30 years,
and her mother and many other fam-
ily members worked there too.

Cadbury is the last survivor
among a trio of proud and historic
chocolate brands that generations
of Britons have grown up with. All
three—Cadbury, Fry’s and Rown-
tree—were founded by Quakers,
who often became businessmen be-
cause they were barred from many
other professions and who often

had a taste for chocolate because
they didn’t drink alcohol.

Fry’s was founded in nearby Bris-
tol in 1838. Cadbury’s roots date
back 185 years, when Quaker John
Cadbury opened a small shop in Bir-
mingham. Rowntree was launched
in York. There has been plenty of cor-
porate upheaval over the years.
Fry’s merged with Cadbury in 1919,
though its name still appears on
some Cadbury products. Much later,
in 1988, Rowntree was bought by
Swiss food group Nestlé SA.

Keynsham, between Bristol and
Bath, has long been at the center of
Britain’s confectionery tradition.
The plant here, which dates back to
1919, was originally a Fry’s facility.
Local residents, who say chocolate
flows through their veins, still often
refer to the plant as Fry. They also
frequent the Fry Club, built by the
company on factory grounds and
still a popular place to play soccer

and tennis or get married.
But two years ago, Keynsham’s

place in the chocolate universe was
threatened. Cadbury announced in
fall 2007 that it would close the Som-
erdale chocolate factory by 2010.
The move was part of a sweeping
turnaround plan by U.S.-born Chief
Executive Todd Stitzer to boost Cad-
bury’s profitability by closing facto-
ries, reducing the number of prod-
uct variations and reducing the
work force by about 15%.

Somerdale, the company said, was
old and was working below capacity.
Cadbury spokesman Tony Bilsbor-
ough declined to comment on Kraft’s
plans to reverse the decision.

Cadbury’s plan wasn’t seen as an
empty threat by local residents. The
company already makes Cadbury
Mini Eggs at its new plant in Poland,
and 100 jobs in Keynsham are al-
ready gone.

So townspeople fought the

move. They marched on Cadbury’s
headquarters and the Houses of Par-
liament in London. They protested
with help from the trade union, a
bishop and even James Bond actor
Roger Moore, who said he had al-
ways enjoyed Cadbury products.
They also wrote to Britain’s prime
minister, boycotted Cadbury’s prod-
ucts and admonished Cadbury for
supporting cocoa farmers in Africa
and London’s Olympic bid instead of
Somerdale workers.

Richard Hutton, 35, who has
worked at the factory for the past nine
years, said Tuesday night that the
Kraft deal “gives us a chance to keep
our jobs, and keeps a British product
in Britain.”

If Kraft is “honest and sincere,
they will keep Somerdale open,” said
Amoree Radford, founder of the
“Save Cadbury’s” campaign aimed at
preserving the plant. Ms. Radford,
whose husband and daughter work at

the factory, isn’t concerned about an
American takeover.“Peopledon’t real-
ize that Cadbury has been run by
American millionaires already.”

So around Keynsham, a lot of peo-
ple are rooting for Kraft, not the
hometown company.

“This is the last red-brick indus-
trial complex in Bristol,” said John
Vincent, an engineer and contractor
who provides services to Cadbury
and also worries about his future.
“People have lived here for five gen-
erations, their fathers worked
there, they even met their wives
there,” he said.

One prominent Kraft fan is Roys-
ton Staddon, chairman of the Town
Council in Keynsham, which is too
small for a mayor of its own. “If Kraft
wins the takeover bid, as long as
they keep the factory open and cre-
ate work for Keynsham residents,
we are completely behind it,” he
said.

Kraft Foods Inc.’s bid for Cad-
bury PLC could put Nestlé SA and
Hershey Co. in a not-so-sweet spot
if the latter two don’t assemble a
deal separately or together.

On Monday Cadbury publicly re-
jected Kraft’s $16.73 billion unsolic-
ited takeover offer. The British gum-
and-candy maker is aiming to either
maintain its independence, hold out
for a higher price from Kraft or seek
a friendly bidder. Kraft Chief Execu-
tive Irene Rosenfeld reiterated on a
conference call with investors Tues-
day that Kraft aims to enter friendly
negotiations with Cadbury. Kraft
shares fell Tuesday, suggesting in-
vestors may be wary of the food gi-
ant raising its bid by much.

Considered the last major acqui-
sition target in the candy industry,
Cadbury could help Switzerland’s
Nestlé regain some of the top share
positions it lost when Mars Inc.
merged with Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
last year. For Hershey, Cadbury of-
fers the kind of global reach the
Pennsylvania company needs to re-
main competitive.

A person familiar with Hershey’s
thinking already has said the com-
pany “is likely to make some re-

sponse.” That has spurred specula-
tion that Hershey could team with
Nestlé. But Hershey’s relatively
small size and its organizational
structure could complicate a bid.
Hershey is governed by an outside
trust that has insisted on maintain-
ing control.

A Hershey spokesman declined
to comment Tuesday. Hershey
shares rose 1.3%, or 50 cents, to
$39.13 in New York Stock Exchange
composite trading Tuesday.

Nestlé Chief Executive Paul Bul-
cke said Monday that the company
is always “open to acquisition oppor-
tunities if they fit strategically,” but
that its appetite is limited.

“In terms of transformational
deals, [buying Cadbury] would be
it” for Nestlé, said Neil Saunders,
consulting director of Verdict Re-
search in London. If Nestlé doesn’t
win Cadbury, he added, “they will
just have to work harder with what
they’ve got.”

The Mars-Wrigley merger
knocked Cadbury out of the No. 1 po-
sition in the global confectionery
business. That deal allowed Mars to
join Cadbury as the only other candy
company with commanding pres-
ences in all three confectionery cate-
gories: chocolate, gum and sugar
candies.

For Nestlé, the world’s No. 3
player in confections, the Mars-

Wrigley tie-up quickly highlighted
weaknesses. Nestlé had three No. 1
or No. 2 positions in the top 15 candy
markets, but after the merger, it had
only one, according to Sanford C.
Bernstein research.

When Mr. Bulcke became
Nestlé’s CEO last year, he made reviv-
ing the confectionery business a pri-
ority, Nestlé executives say. Now, a
combined Kraft-Cadbury would chal-
lenge Nestlé in some key geographic
markets. For instance, Kraft’s Milka
chocolate is strong across continen-
tal Europe, providing a base to
launch Cadbury brands, which have
been weak there.

In addition, Kraft’s No. 2 position
in Latin American chocolate—par-
ticularly in Brazil, where Kraft en-
joys a 30% market share—would be
bolstered by Cadbury’s dominant
gum business there. Nestlé’s largest
confectionery market is Brazil.

A combined Kraft-Cadbury could
have its biggest impact by consoli-
dating the chocolate industry in
Western Europe. A combined com-
pany would become the market
leader that highly fragmented mar-
ket, with about 21% of sales, accord-
ing to Barclays Capital analyst An-
drew Lazar.

A Kraft-Cadbury combination
would be even more challenging for
Hershey, which relies almost solely
on the U.S. market for sales and prof-

its. That new combination would
make Hershey a distant No. 4 in the
global confectionery market.

Without an international part-
ner like Cadbury, “Hershey is going
to be uncompetitive in many global
markets,” says Stifel Nicolaus ana-
lyst Christopher Growe. “If you
spend a million dollars to develop a
new product, you can get a much bet-
ter return on your investment if
you’re selling it in 150 countries
rather than in just one.”

Hershey has a long-term con-
tract to market Cadbury products in
the U.S. that dates to the 1980s. Nei-
ther Cadbury nor Hershey would
say whether the contract contains a
“change in control” provision that
would be triggered by another com-
pany purchasing Cadbury.

Because Hershey has little pres-
ence outside the U.S. and wouldn’t
reap as much cost savings from a
Cadbury purchase, Mr. Growe says a
deal effectively would cost the
maker of Reese’s peanut butter cups
and Hershey’s kisses more to ac-
quire Cadbury than it would cost
Kraft. Kraft has said it expects it
could trim $625 million in costs af-
ter acquiring Cadbury.

Hershey, which had been a lag-
gard among the largest packaged-
food companies, has been resur-
gent. It has been raising its prices as
consumers have traded down to

cheaper chocolates and has gained
some market share. After falling for
several quarters, its operating in-
come has risen in the last nine
months. Hershey’s sales in the sec-
ond quarter grew 6% to $1.171 billion
while its net income grew 46% to
$147 million.

For consumers, any further con-
solidation could mean higher candy
and gum prices. Candy companies al-
ready have been raising prices due
to higher costs for ingredients.

In August of 2008, Hershey said
it would raise prices by 10%. Holiday
candy prices already had been set by
retailers by that time, so this com-
ing Halloween and Christmas is
when Hershey consumers will see
higher-priced fall and winter holi-
day candy prices.

“There will be a lot of attention
paid to how consumers respond to
those prices and that will set the
tone for how much wiggle room
there is for further price increases,”
says Erin Swanson, an analyst at
Morningstar Inc. Ms. Swanson adds,
though, that if candy makers duke it
out for market share, they could
lower prices at some point.

Analysts say they don’t think an-
other big candy industry merger
will portend further consolidation
in the broader food industry.

 —Anjali Cordeiro contributed to
this article

LEADING THE NEWS: KRAFT BIDS FOR CADBURY

By Julie Jargon,
Deborah Ball
and Ilan Brat
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Triac’s Peltz prods Cadbury,
reaps rewards over and over

India warns of inflation
Central-bank chief
suggests rising prices
may increase rates

By Peter Lattman

Cadbury PLC has been very
sweet to Nelson Peltz.

The billionaire investor made a
killing when the U.K. chocolate
maker bought his Snapple
beverage business nearly a
decade ago. He then ac-
quired a big chunk of Cad-
bury and pushed the com-
pany to spin off its bever-
age business, creating a
compelling acquistion tar-
get for Kraft Foods Inc. or
perhaps another suitor.

Mr. Peltz’s Trian Fund
Management owns 3.5% of
Cadbury, having accumu-
lated its stake in 2007. Last
year Cadbury succumbed to pres-
sure from Trian when it became a
pure confectionery company by
spinning off its Dr Pepper soft-
drinks business.

That spinoff included Snapple
and other brands that Cadbury had
acquired from Mr. Peltz’s Triarc
Cos. in 2000 for $910 million.

Mr. Peltz had long argued that
the breakup of Cadbury would en-
hance value by removing the distrac-
tions of the U.S. soda business,
which also owns 7-Up and Clamato
beverages. That strategy worked as
Cadbury management increased the
profitability of its candy and chew-
ing-gum business, which includes
brands such as Dentyne and Bubbli-
cious.

Trian also owns a stake in Cad-
bury’s suitor Kraft. Since accumulat-
ing Kraft shares in 2007, Trian has qui-
etly pressed the company to pare its
large portfolio of brands and expand
its global reach with an acquisition. In
November 2007, Kraft appointed two
independent directors approved by
Mr. Peltz and his partners. Trian, in
turn, assented to a standstill agree-

ment in which it wouldn’t make any
noise for two years. That pact expires
in October, according to people famil-
iar with the situation.

A spokesman for Trian declined
to comment. But in an interview last

year, Mr. Peltz said, “if you
look at the best food compa-
nies in the world, they are
all very focused.”

A major player in con-
sumer products compa-
nies, Trian also controls
large stakes in ketchup
maker H.J. Heinz & Co., jew-
eler Tiffany & Co. and fast-
food chain Wendy’s/Arby’s
Group. It also retains a
large stake in Dr Pepper
Snapple Group.

Mr. Peltz and his partners at
Trian, Peter May and Edward Gar-
den, are known for working with the
management of the companies in
which they invest rather than oust-
ing executives. Indeed, the investors
bristle at the “activist investor” label
often pinned on them and prefer to
think of themselves as “constructiv-
ist” investors. While they sometimes
seek board seats at companies—as
they did at Heinz—they don’t always
publicly agitate for change.

The son of a New York fruit-and-
vegetable distributor, the 67-year-
old Mr. Peltz has long had a soft spot
for food and other branded-products
companies. In the 1980s he became
known as one of the original junk-
bond kings, building packaging giant
Triangle Industries through heavy
borrowings financed by Michael
Milken’s Drexel Burnham Lambert.

Trian recently returned to its
debt-market roots by recruiting two
former Drexel bankers to help
launch a credit-investment fund.
That fund, which began investing
this year, has benefited from the
sharp rally in the bond markets.

By Natasha Brereton

BASEL, Switzerland—The Re-
serve Bank of India may have to re-
verse its easy monetary policy
sooner than most other countries as
inflationary pressures mount, the
head of the central bank said.

“Inflation has come upon us
sooner than we had expected,” Re-
serve Bank of India Governor Duv-
vuri Subbarao said in an interview
this week. “The debate about exit
policies all around the world is a de-
bate in India, too. But the contours
of the debate are different, because
we may have to decide on this
sooner than most other countries.”

India’s strong fundamentals,
which helped to drive its rapid
growth before the global financial
crisis, remain intact and will accel-
erate any future upturn, Mr. Sub-
barao said.

His remarks are the RBI’s most
specific warning to date about a pos-
sible rise in interest rates. Late last
month, the central bank signaled
growing discomfort with rising
prices, saying that a loose monetary

policy could engender inflation,
which could constrain economic
growth “in the medium term.”

Mr. Subbarao also reiterated
that India’s surge in government
borrowing for its economic stimu-
lus, which amounted to 3.8% of
gross domestic product, was nec-
essary but that it could boost infla-
tionary pressures.

The RBI chief was in Europe to
attend a meeting of finance minis-
ters and central bankers from the
Group of 20 emerging and industri-
alized economies in London, and
meetings at the Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements in Basel. He
said the mood among world cen-
tral bankers is more upbeat than
before, but they are cautious
about early signs of a global recov-
ery, which may be very gradual.
G-20 finance officials agreed over
the weekend to develop “coopera-
tive and coordinated” exit strate-
gies but said the scale, timing and
sequencing of action would vary
across countries.

The RBI has cut its benchmark
lending rate by 4.25 percentage
points since October and reduced
the ratio of deposits that banks
must set aside by four percentage
points. It is expected to be one of
the first major Asian central banks
to begin unwinding its easing. In
July, the bank raised its inflation

forecast for the fiscal year through
March to 5%, from 4% previously.

Many analysts predict the RBI
will start to withdraw liquidity in
the October-December quarter
and raise rates in the first half of
next year. Macquarie Securities
forecasts the first rate increase
will be in April, while Bank of
America-Merrill Lynch expects
rate increases to start in January.

Mr. Subbarao declined to com-
ment directly on such views, but
he was clear about the need to re-
turn to more-standard monetary
conditions. “The current expan-
sionary fiscal-policy stance and
monetary accommodation does
not constitute the steady state,”
he said. “We need to go back to a
steady state.”

In judging the appropriate tim-
ing for doing so, the RBI will be
looking primarily at inflation, es-
pecially in the manufacturing sec-
tor, using the wholesale and con-
sumer price indexes, and disaggre-
gated inflation. It will also moni-
tor credit growth, capital flows
and conditions in agriculture and
industry, he said.

India’s economic growth of
6.7% last fiscal year gave rise to op-
timism, but that positive senti-
ment has somewhat eroded in the
past few weeks, Mr. Subbarao said.

That reflects the fact that the
expansion was mainly on the back
of large government stimulus, but
private consumption and invest-
ment have slowed, and concerns

about rising inflationary pres-
sures have stirred. Another con-
cern is a lack of rain, especially in
India’s food-growing areas, with
the monsoon currently 3% below
its long-term average overall.
Farm output accounts for around
18% of the country’s GDP.
 —Subhadip Sircar in Mumbai

contributed to this article.

LEADING THE NEWS

Nelson Peltz

Reserve Bank of India Governor Duvvuri Subbarao, shown in December, said in
an interview this week that inflation has arrived sooner than he had expected.
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Investment picks up for French property
Demand is driven
by global investors
as deal levels double

By Anita Likus

LONDON—International com-
mercial-property investors looking
for prime assets are beginning to tar-
get France, which is emerging as the
second-most popular market after
the U.K.

The French investment market,
which was static in the first quarter af-
ter almost two years of declines in ac-
tivity, now seems to be moving again.
Investment levels doubled in the sec-
ond quarter, the biggest increase for
that period in Europe, according to
Aberdeen Property Investors.

There were three retail deals in
the second quarter valued at more
than Œ100 million ($143.4 million),
including Hennes & Mauritz AB’s
April purchase of 31 Rue du Fau-
bourg Honore from Unibail-
Rodamco SA for Œ103.3 million, ac-
cording to Real Capital Analytics.

Increased activity continued
into the third quarter. In August,
Deka Immobilien Investment
GmbH closed on its purchase of of-
fice property Le Triangle Part Dieu
in Lyon from ING Real Estate for
Œ40 million. Also, GLL Real Estate

Partners bought 10 Boulevard
Haussmann in Paris for Œ50.1 million
from AXA REIM, and Commerz Real
bought the Espace Dumont d’Urville
office asset in Paris from Klepierre
SA for Œ32.7 million, according to
Real Capital Analytics. All three
properties are 100% occupied.

“Nine out of 10 investors we
meet cite France as a top-three tar-
get country, alongside U.K. and Ger-
many,” said Giles Wilcox, head of
real-estate adviser Savills PLC’s Eu-
ropean cross-border investment.

To be sure, French commercial
property has been hurt along with
the market in the rest of Europe by
the lack of debt financing, which
caused declines in values and
damped sales. The Œ2.6 billion in-
vested in the first half represents
about 37% of what was invested in
the same period last year. Investors
paid Œ13 billion for French commer-
cial property in all of 2008 and
Œ28.6 billion the previous year, ac-
cording to property adviser Cush-
man & Wakefield.

But France has held up better
than many other markets in Europe.
While the U.K property capital re-
turns fell 26% last year, capital re-
turns in France fell only about 6%, ac-
cording to the Investment Property
Databank Index.

London is attracting investors
partly because of its decline in
prices. But Paris, a favorite area

within France, is becoming more
popular as well because of its his-
toric lack of volatility and because it
doesn’t rely on financial-services
companies. Its tenant mix includes
manufacturing, communication,
and transportation and logistics
companies. As a result, rental de-
clines weren’t as severe as in other
European cities.

The city also has fewer proper-
ties with excessive debt levels,
meaning there likely will be less dis-
tress in that market and fewer land-
lords willing to cut rents. Jones
Lang LaSalle forecasts that invest-
ment activity in Ile-de-France will
reach between Œ4 billion and Œ5 bil-
lion at the end of 2009, although
most will come from Paris.

A large part of the demand for
French property is coming from in-
ternational investors, who were on
the sidelines during the first quar-
ter, accounting for only 7.2% of total
investment in France. Deals picked
up in the second quarter, accounting
for about 46% of the Œ1.37 billion to-
tal, according to data from Cushman
& Wakefield. German buyers are par-
ticularly active, especially open-
and closed-end funds. Savills has
seen an increase in German investor
share to 20% of the French market in
the first half from 14% in 2008.

While investors can get debt, the
underlying assets have to provide sta-
bleincomes,suchaslongleases andse-

cure tenants, and buyers must be able
to show the ability to service the debt.

French property also is expected
to see increased demand if financ-
ing markets loosen up. But lending
terms remain prudent, with inves-
tors able to borrow up to only 60% of
the value of certain properties,
much less than they were able to bor-
row during the boom years, at mar-
gins of two percentage points for up
to five years. To grease the skids,
some sellers are providing financ-

ing and some vendors are buying
with large amounts of equity and re-
financing later, said Mr. Wilcox.

Until recently, most European in-
stitutions were limiting commercial
real-estate loans to Œ10 million to
Œ20 million. But lately, some are will-
ing to put up as much as Œ100 mil-
lion, although they remain a minor-
ity, according to Justin O’Connor,
chief executive of Cordea Savills, a
fund manager that has Œ2.5 billion
of assets under management.

THE PROPERTY REPORT

Source: Cushman and Wakefield

Targeting France
France’s property investment, in billions

1H 2007

’07

1H ’08

’08

1H ’09

Œ15.1 total
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Toyota plans to add 800 workers in Japan as sales pick up

Chinese auto sales grew 90%
Lower tax on small cars boosts August results, but raises worries about 2010 demand

Indian auto sales increased 26% in August

Tax incentives aided strong Chinese auto sales last month. Customers beside a Ford Fiesta at a Beijing dealership in July.
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CORPORATE NEWS

By Patricia Jiayi Ho

BEIJING—China’s auto industry
continued to post strong growth,
with sales of passenger vehicles ris-
ing 90% in August. Some industry
watchers see growth slowing dra-
matically next year, however.

Passenger-vehicle sales in China
rose to 858,300 units in August, up
90% from a year earlier, the China
Association of Automobile Manufac-
turers said in a statement Tuesday.
China’s overall auto sales rose 82%
in August to 1.14 million units,
CAAM said. It didn’t provide the
year-earlier figures.

China looks likely to hold on to
its position as the world’s largest
auto market this year, helped by a
recovering economy and a push to
encourage small-car purchases.
Overall auto sales in the U.S. to-
taled 1,261,97 in August, topping
China’s, but they were boosted by
the federal government’s “cash for
clunkers” program.

Many expect a drop-off in China.
China’s sales have been boosted by a
halving of the purchase tax on
smaller cars, to 5%. Analysts say this
pulls forward future demand and
sales may collapse when the full tax
is reinstated at the end of 2009.

“Everyone is worried about next
year,” said Zhang Xin, an auto ana-
lyst with Guotai Junan Securities.
“You can’t continue to rely on gov-
ernment policy.”

China’s passenger-vehicle sales
in the January-August period rose
37% to 6.23 million units, CAAM
said. Total vehicle sales during the
eight-month period rose 29% from a
year earlier to 8.33 million units.

Manufacturers and dealers have
been offering price cuts on their ve-
hicles, in some cases equivalent to a
5% purchase tax cut, to encourage

consumers to buy larger models and
meet sales targets, Mr. Zhang said.

Last week, a senior minister
from China’s economic planning
agency warned of excess capacity
arising in the next few years.

“The outlook for growth in Chi-
na’s auto industry is still uncertain,”
said Chen Bin, head of the National
Development and Reform Commis-
sion’s Industry Coordination Depart-
ment, state-run Xinhua news
agency reported Saturday.

He added that the industry
faces challenges as the impact of
government policy wear off and en-
vironmental concerns grow. Ac-
cording to an NDRC survey, “capac-
ity will greatly exceed demand” in
the coming years.

Capacity utlization rates are

“reasonable” now, but could later
fall below 70%, Mr. Chen said, ac-
cording to Xinhua.

Market-research firm J.D. Power
and Associates forecasts passenger
vehicle sales to grow 2% in 2010 to
7.54 million units, followed by 10.2%
growth in 2011 to 8.31 million units.

“While growth in 2009 is ex-
pected to be high, some of that is
drawn from 2010,” it said in a re-
port. “Growth in 2010 is at best ex-
pected to be moderate.”

Other observers’ views are for a
less drastic slowdown.

Tony Liu, senior vice president
of Sinotrust, a market information
provider, forecasts growth of 10% to
20% in China’s auto industry next
year, as he believes the foundation
for vehicle demand has been laid.

While in the U.S., 70% to 80% of
vehicles are bought to replace other
vehicles, about 70% of customers in
China are first-time buyers.

“There is a very solid need,” he
said, as cars are increasingly per-
ceived as a household item.

Mr. Liu said he expects sales of
small cars to continue to outper-
form the industry, even after the pur-
chase tax cut incentive ends at the
end of the year. “Customers right
now are becoming younger,” he
said. They only need and can only af-
ford smaller cars, he said.

As the breakneck pace in sales
growth eases, it will help to spur
consolidation in China’s auto in-
dustry, which currently has more
than a hundred vehicle manufac-
turers, Mr. Liu said.

By Nikhil Gulati

And Santanu Choudhury

NEW DELHI—Car sales in India
rose 26% in August as auto makers
such as Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.,
Hyundai Motor Co. and Tata Mo-
tors Ltd. continued to dispatch more
cars from their factories to meet an
expected spurt in demand for new ve-
hicles during the festival season.

Sales climbed to 120,669 cars in
August from 96,082 a year earlier, ac-
cording to data issued by industry
lobby group the Society of Indian Au-
tomobile Manufacturers.

The gain in August—the seventh
straight month of increases in local

car sales—follows July’s 31% rise,
which was the biggest percentage
gain since February 2007.

Higher loan rates and banks’ re-
luctance to lend for buying vehicles
last year forced customers to defer
purchases of new cars, motorcycles
and trucks in Asia’s third-biggest au-
tomobile market.

However, a slew of federal gov-
ernment stimulus packages, includ-
ing tax cuts, earlier this year to lift
a slowing economy, along with sev-
eral lending rate cuts by the central
bank, have improved credit avail-
ability, encouraging people to buy
new vehicles.

“With an improvement in the ex-

ternal environment, higher availabil-
ity of finance and under-control in-
ventory, the outlook for volumes is
improving,” Jinesh Gandhi, an ana-
lyst at Mumbai-based Motilal Oswal
Securities Ltd., said in a recent note.
“This, coupled with new product
launches and a change in emission
norms, would aid volume growth in
the second half of this fiscal year.”

The analyst said, however, that
the impact of weak monsoon rains
on the farming sector and a harden-
ing of interest rates could affect vehi-
cle sales between October 2009 and
March 2010.

Auto makers are gearing up to
meet increased demand during In-

dia’s festival season, which starts
this month.

Honda Motor Co. was set to in-
troduce Tuesday an upgraded ver-
sion of its Civic sedan , while Ford
Motor Co. is likely to unveil a refur-
bished Endeavour sport-utility ve-
hicle this week.

Meantime, Tata will set up a fac-
tory to assemble electric vehicles in
the U.K., Spain or Norway, Clive Hick-
man, chief executive of Tata’s Euro-
pean technical center, said Tuesday.

The facility will be operating by
year end and is set to initially assem-
ble 5,000 electric cars a year.
 —Bernd Radowitz

contributed to this article.

By Christoph Rauwald

FRANKFURT—The world’s
three largest luxury-car makers re-
ported weaker sales in August as a
soaring Chinese market failed to
offset anemic demand on the com-
panies’ home turf in Europe.

BMW AG said sales last month
at its core brand declined 11%, com-
pared with a year earlier, to 75,689
cars, but the the world’s top seller
of premium autos voiced hope that
market conditions would ease in
coming months.

“We are heading in the right di-
rection—since April we have con-
tinually regained ground
month-on-month,” said BMW exec-
utive-board member Ian Robert-
son in a prepared statement. “In
August the trend continued,” he
added.

“I am cautiously optimistic
that we will be back on our growth
path in the months ahead,” Mr.
Robertson said.

Sales at the Munich-based com-
pany fell 18% in the year’s first
nine months to 679,893 cars, com-
pared with the same period last
year.

Government-backed scrapping
incentives to trade in old gas guz-
zlers for new, more fuel-efficient
vehicles in many countries revived
demand mainly for small vehicles,
leaving manufacturers of big and
powerful luxury cars to fend for
themselves.

Demand for new cars collapsed
toward the end of last year, and the
market weakness spilled over into
2009. A time frame for a broad re-
covery remains uncertain.

Daimler AG’s Mercedes-Benz
brand, the world’s No. 2 luxury
nameplate, said sales dropped 12%
in August, compared with a year
earlier, to 66,200 cars.

In the January-to-August pe-
riod, the brand’s sales fell 18% to
632,700 vehicles.

“We expect sales to be on a
higher level in the coming months,
in part because of the new E-Class
station wagon,” said Mercedes-
Benz sales chief Klaus Maier. He
said the Stuttgart-based auto
maker expects to gain further mo-
mentum from the revamped flag-
ship S-Class model.

“In August, we also introduced
the vehicle in China,” Mr. Maier
said. He added that China is the
world’s biggest market for the S
Class.

After eking out sales increases
in June and July, Audi AG said
sales in August fell 2.7% from a
year earlier to about 65,900 cars.
For the January-to-August period,
sales at the Volkswagen AG pre-
mium brand declined 7.5% to about
616,850 cars.

Audi has narrowed the gap with
its two larger German rivals in re-
cent months, thanks partly to a
strong footprint in China, rela-
tively small exposure to the trou-
bled U.S. market and the launch of
new models such as the small Q5
sport-utility vehicle.

“We set ourselves a sales target
of 900,000 cars this year...This tar-
get we are certain to reach,” said
Audi executive-board member Pe-
ter Schwarzenbauer. He added
that the Ingolstadt-based auto
maker expects to “emerge from
this crisis as the strongest pre-
mium brand.”

Luxury-car sales
slip as market
is soft in Europe

By Yoshio Takahashi

TOKYO—Toyota Motor Corp.
said it will recruit about 800 tempo-
rary workers in October in Japan to
coincide with a recovery in once-
stagnant auto sales.

The move marks the auto maker’s
first new hiring, other than recent
graduates, in 16 months. It under-
lines the effect of the pickup in auto
sales in key markets fueled by tax

breaks and subsidies to spur demand.
The world’s biggest car maker by

sales reduced its domestic temporary
production staff by two-thirds in the
last fiscal year as it cut production in
response to the economic crisis.

The latest hiring represents 0.2%
of Toyota’s total work force of
around 320,800 employees.

Following last week’s news of its
first domestic sales increase in 13
months in August, taking on new

staff is the latest sign that the worst
has passed for Toyota.

The firm aims to return to profit-
ability in the next fiscal year follow-
ing a projected 450 billion yen
($4.84 billion) net loss for the year
to March 2010.

Toyota follows Mitsubishi Mo-
tor Corp. in resuming recruitment
for domestic production, in a coun-
try where the unemployment rate
hit a record high of 5.7% in July.

Mitsubishi plans to hire 650 tem-
porary workers this fiscal year,
representing 2% of its staff of
around 31,900.

Toyota is idling production
lines to cut costs and address its ex-
cessive capacity, but it has decided
to recruit production staff to meet
demand for its Prius hybrid, whose
Japan sales have benefited from
government incentives to buy fuel-
economy cars.
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Designer steers a young label in lean times
Tory Burch says attention to costs, being selective with offerings had paid off; focus on ecommerce business

By Vanessa O’Connell

Clothing designer Tory Burch for
the first time next week is joining
other big labels to unveil her new
spring looks in the tents at Bryant
Park, the official venue of New York
Fashion Week.

Her small but growing business,
with sales topping $200 million a

year, is part of a cat-
egory known as con-
temporary—an as-

sortment that includes casual but
edgy looks and feminine dresses.

The past year has been among
the most turbulent for the fashion in-
dustry, which has been hit by plung-
ing consumer demand and tight
credit. The 43-year-old Ms. Burch
has kept the company growing, but
it took almost a year to land a
needed new investor. In late July,
she sold a minority stake to Tresalia
Capital, a private-equity group run
by an heiress to the Grupo Modelo
Mexican beer empire.

Ms. Burch, who operates 20 bou-
tiques and sells to 450 retail loca-
tions, such as Saks Fifth Avenue and
Neiman Marcus, tries to keep prices
in the low- to mid-tier of the de-
signer range. Printed silk dresses
are priced around $400. Ballet-style
flat shoes are less than $200.

After working in public relations
for Ralph Lauren and Vera Wang,
Ms. Burch launched her first store in
New York in 2004 with her then-hus-
band, venture capitalist Christo-
pher Burch, who remains co-chair-
man. In an interview, she discussed
how she’s arranged to quickly adjust
to shopper demand, and why her lat-
est store is an off-price outlet.

WSJ: What moves paid off for you
this year?
Ms. Burch: Costs are something we
have always been really conscious
of. That’s working to our advantage
right now. I worked out of my apart-
ment for the first two years. Then
we went to one room with about 40
employees.

WSJ: How has the downturn af-
fected your plans?
Ms. Burch: The day we opened our
first store [in 2004], we basically
sold through our inventory, which
was a very exciting thing.

We have definitely grown
quickly in five years. But it has been

strategic and thought out. So we
have been through cycles, but the
economic downturn is the most chal-
lenging one we have seen. It has al-
ways been this rapid growth. We are
still growing. But it is a little more
careful.

WSJ: What would you have done dif-
ferently this year?
Ms. Burch: We just opened a second
outlet store [in San Marcos, Texas],
which would have been great ear-
lier. We want to be careful with an
outlet business. We want to be able
to have a place to put our excess
product. But it’s not something that

we intend to market in a big way.
We now have 20 free-standing

stores. We definitely have inventory
[when the season ends] and we are
ready to get rid of it. We also want to
merchandise it, and make it look like
our brand. We don’t want just ran-
dom pieces in different places. For me
it is more interesting to have it in an
environment that we are controlling.

WSJ: How are you dealing with the
declining spending by shoppers?
Ms. Burch: This whole downturn of
the economy has made me a better a
designer and our team better design-
ers as well. It has made us be really
more selective with what we are put-
ting in our stores.

One way that we have been able
to focus our lines and edit our prod-
ucts more carefully is by strategi-
cally using our deliveries [to stores
from our factories]. We make about
11 deliveries a year, so we are able to
get in and out of things very quickly.
If something is working, we are able
to produce it faster. If not, we are
able to get out of it faster.

Our e-commerce business has
been a big focus for us. The Web is a
great way to really get our brand
across in the way that we want to.

We are continuing to expand, as I
say, carefully and strategically. We

are getting better rents. That’s posi-
tive for now. We are focusing more
on accessories as well. Our footwear
business is great. It is fantastic and re-
ally holding up. And now we are find-
ing that our handbag business is re-
ally performing. I think there’s a big
opportunity in our costume jewelry.

WSJ: Have retailers pushed you to
lower prices or produce more less-
expensive items?
Ms. Burch: I don’t feel retailers are
necessarily pushing us. But I think
they can always suggest different
things they would like to see. Our
price point was pretty accessible to
begin with.

I am looking at trying to do
things in a less expensive way. But I
am trying to make things more exclu-
sive as well, which happen to be
more expensive. We have ballet flat
for $195. That’s a great price point.
We have our blue jeans at $125. But
then we have a leather jacket that’s
$795. And that’s selling really well.
WSJ: What styles do American
women want now?
Ms. Burch: Shoppers want more spe-
cial items. It’s not all about basics any-
more. Although people want the ver-
satility of things they can wear sea-
son after season. They want clothing
that can be worn from day to evening.
They are shopping, but more care-
fully. And what they buy, they are put-
ting a lot more thought into. They re-
ally want to feel that they are getting
value in what they are buying.

WSJ: Where’s do you see future op-
portunity?
Ms. Burch: We’re growing in Asia.
We just launched in Japan a few
months ago with a shop-in-shop
with Isetan. They told us we were
their No.1 brand launch, which is
very exciting. We are opening a store
in Ginza in November—our first free-
standing store internationally.

We wanted to grow in Europe
eventually and we opened an office
in Milan about a year and a half ago,
a sales office.

Postbox program eases email viewing—attachments and all
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By Katherine Boehret

For many people, email is the
main way they communicate with
friends, co-workers and family mem-
bers. It contains bills, class assign-
ments, trip itineraries, photos and

love notes. But as
much as it gets
used every day, the
software that we
utilize to read and

sort our email isn’t as clever or time-
saving as it could be.

This week I tested Postbox 1.0, a
program designed to handle your
email in a smart, helpful manner.
Starting Wednesday, this program
is available at www.Postbox-Inc.
com. Postbox automatically sorts
through your email and detects its
contents, finding all attachments,
Web links, photos and contacts so

you can click one button and see
these items themselves—whether
Microsoft Word documents, PDFs or
spreadsheets—without wasting
time digging through messages.
Since its inbox is constantly being in-
dexed, all search queries return
near-instant results.

Postbox’s founders come from
Mozilla Corp., maker of the popular
Firefox browser, so Postbox is based
on Mozilla technology and its secu-
rity standards. Email is indexed lo-
cally on your computer, so none of it
is sent back across the Web to Post-
box. It uses Content Tabs (tabs are
another feature that it borrows
from Firefox) to help visually orga-
nize folders, messages and content
extracted from those messages. It
displays the most important ele-
ments of each message in a right-
side panel. Received emails can

even be edited so they aren’t sitting
in your inbox with subject lines like,
“Fw: Re: Re: Sept;” instead, you can
rewrite the subject to mean some-
thing, like “Flight times.”

But this program isn’t free like
Gmail, Hotmail or other Web-based
email programs, nor does it come
preloaded on a computer the way Ap-
ple Mail is on every Mac. Users can
try Postbox for a free 30-day trial pe-
riod after which each license costs
$40, allowing one person to use
their license on multiple computers
(i.e. at work, at home, on a laptop).
For another $20 ($60 total), a Fam-
ily Pack option will give up to five
family members use of Postbox. An
additional $25 (potentially $85 to-
tal) buys a Lifetime Upgrades plan
that entitles you to receive free of
charge any major version of Postbox
that’s released; other nonmajor re-

leases are free upgrades for every-
one. A current promotion gets buy-
ers of Postbox 10 $10 off coupons for
their friends.

I used Postbox on a Mac and a
Windows Vista computer, filling it
up with thousands of emails from
Gmail, Hotmail and .Mac accounts.
It didn’t run properly on my com-
pany-issued computer, which is
plugged into a network-wide fire-
wall. Postbox says it supports open
protocols like IMPAP, POP and
SMTP, and that it would work with
Microsoft Exchange if Exchange
were set to use those open proto-
cols.

For all of Postbox’s terrific fea-
tures, it can be hard to suddenly see
your email in a different way since
most of our email programs haven’t
changed much in years. Outlook, for
example, has plenty of hidden fea-

tures that most people never learn
how to use. Postbox seems to know
how slow users are to adapt to
change and so it reveals many of its
features whenever it gets the
chance.

For example, Postbox pops up an
alert that shows you how to connect
this email program to Facebook and
Twitter so that you can post status
updates or tweets without ever leav-
ing your email. These connections
also allow Postbox to try to pull one
representative photo for each of
your email contacts by matching a
name in an email with someone’s
Facebook or Twitter name—if you
follow the person. It also uses pho-
tos assigned to contacts in the Mac
OS X address book, which is used by
Apple Mail.

Or take a feature in Postbox
Please turn to page 34
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Tory Burch tries to
keep prices in the

low- to mid-tier of
the designer range.

A look at Tory Burch LLC

Quick snapshot of designerEstimated annual salesA studded satchel for fall, 
at $595

Tory Burch
n Age: 43

n Has forthcoming cameo, as herself, 
on ‘Gossip Girl.’

n Divorced Chris Burch in 2006. 
Current beau: Warner Music executive 
Lyor Cohen.
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2009
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BOSS TALK

THE MOSSBERG
SOLUTION

Online today
Watch a video with Tory Burch

and see photos of her collections
at WSJ.com/Fashion
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 19.10 $25.75 0.24 0.94%
Alcoa AA 21.90 12.60 0.42 3.45%
AmExpress AXP 8.10 33.49 0.65 1.98%
BankAm BAC 155.90 17.02 –0.07 –0.41%
Boeing BA 4.20 49.50 0.35 0.71%
Caterpillar CAT 6.90 46.97 0.86 1.87%
Chevron CVX 8.20 70.48 1.52 2.20%
CiscoSys CSCO 34.40 21.92 0.08 0.37%
CocaCola KO 14.80 50.41 0.46 0.92%
Disney DIS 11.60 26.29 0.39 1.51%
DuPont DD 5.50 31.83 0.12 0.38%
ExxonMobil XOM 19.00 70.65 1.47 2.12%
GenElec GE 131.40 14.50 0.63 4.54%
HewlettPk HPQ 9.20 45.47 0.37 0.82%
HomeDpt HD 11.50 27.48 0.45 1.66%
Intel INTC 42.00 19.80 0.16 0.81%
IBM IBM 4.80 117.16 –0.30 –0.26%
JPMorgChas JPM 25.80 42.54 0.20 0.47%
JohnsJohns JNJ 7.50 60.57 0.25 0.41%
KftFoods KFT 39.70 26.45 –1.65 –5.87%
McDonalds MCD 6.50 56.22 0.08 0.14%
Merck MRK 13.00 30.97 0.27 0.88%
Microsoft MSFT 49.90 24.82 0.20 0.81%
Pfizer PFE 34.80 16.21 –0.18 –1.10%
ProctGamb PG 12.80 54.20 1.34 2.53%
3M MMM 3.20 71.69 0.34 0.48%
TravelersCos TRV 4.80 48.97 –0.85 –1.71%
UnitedTech UTX 4.40 60.38 –0.14 –0.23%
Verizon VZ 11.30 30.95 0.35 1.14%
WalMart WMT 13.00 51.40 –0.28 –0.54%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 15
LAST: 9497.34 s 56.07, or 0.59%

YEAR TO DATE: s 720.95, or 8.2%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 1,733.39, or 15.4%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Tracking
credit
markets &
dealmakers

Follow the markets throughout
the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary
at WSJ.com/Europe.
Also, receive email alerts that
summarize the day’s trading in
Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to
WSJ.com/Online Today

Behind Asia’s deals: Bank revenue rankings, Asia
Behind every IPO, bond offering, merger deal or syndicated loan is one or more investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
Revenue, Market Equity Debt Mergers &
in millions share capital markets capital markets acquisitions Loans

Nomura $610 12.3% 63% 22% 15% …%

Daiwa Securities SMBC Co Ltd 429 8.7% 67% 25% 8% …%

Mizuho 348 7.0% 33% 47% 10% 10%

JPMorgan 226 4.6% 77% 9% 14% …%

Mitsubishi UFJ Securities 223 4.5% 15% 63% 10% 12%

UBS 206 4.2% 65% 15% 20% …%

Goldman Sachs 203 4.1% 78% 10% 12% …%

Morgan Stanley 194 3.9% 58% 26% 15% …%

Citi 191 3.9% 48% 31% 19% 2%

Source: Dealogic

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Hanson 430 –34 –40 –101 Astrazeneca  51 ... ... –1

Stena Aktiebolag 784 –16 6 90 Nestle  39 1 1 3

M real  1798 –15 –73 –40 ABN AMRO Bk  79 1 4 12

Renault 385 –14 3 31 Swisscom 77 1 –1 –2

Peugeot 368 –11 4 43 Gov & Co Bk Irlnd 243 1 ... –69

TUI  1273 –9 44 –318 TDC  115 1 5 5

Vivendi 141 –9 ... 4 FKI  111 2 2 9

Wendel 695 –9 4 50 ITV  472 2 25 6

ACCOR 248 –9 45 93 Societe Air France 452 2 19 50

Brit Awys  655 –8 20 45 Evonik Degussa 169 7 29 31

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Tuesday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

Rio Tinto U.K. General Mining $64.7 25.52 3.55% –27.6% 21.7%

BG Grp U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 62.5 10.55 3.53 0.9 61.6

BHP Billiton U.K. General Mining 61.6 16.66 2.62 18.5 78.7

L.M. Ericsson Tel B Sweden Telecomm Equipment 30.9 72.60 2.25 4.0 –40.5

Deutsche Telekom Germany Mobile Telecomm 61.0 9.63 1.90 –14.6 –17.4

Soc. Generale France Banks $42.6 50.59 –3.69% –26.2 –55.9

BNP Paribas S.A. France Banks 81.6 53.80 –3.31 –17.3 –34.9

Intesa Sanpaolo Italy Banks 50.6 2.94 –1.83 –25.7 –42.4

HSBC Hldgs U.K. Banks 186.5 6.54 –1.61 –17.2 –21.5

Deutsche Bk Germany Banks 43.6 48.37 –1.29 –21.9 –46.3

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

AXA S.A. 48.6 16.03 1.84% –30.3% –44.5%
France (Full Line Insurance)
France Telecom 70.0 18.44 1.77 –5.0 6.6
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Vodafone Grp 131.9 1.37 1.71 –0.1 16.4
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)
Total S.A. 140.5 40.82 1.48 –7.6 –18.9
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
ING Groep 33.2 11.00 1.48 –49.5 –67.2
Netherlands (Life Insurance)
Anglo Amer 45.3 20.37 1.47 –9.7 –8.0
U.K. (General Mining)
BASF 48.7 36.47 1.39 –3.4 15.2
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
Koninklijke Phlps 23.2 16.45 1.32 –25.7 –39.7
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
ABB 45.2 20.34 1.19 –14.5 27.5
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
ENI 98.4 16.92 1.14 –16.6 –26.0
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Royal Dutch Shell A 101.4 19.70 1.03 –9.1 –24.2
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Bayer 53.5 44.56 0.95 –16.5 14.1
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
Siemens 82.2 61.97 0.81 –10.7 –7.1
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Novartis 125.4 49.54 0.77 –17.2 –30.3
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Telefonica S.A. 122.1 17.88 0.76 5.8 35.3
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
BP 185.9 5.43 0.56 7.1 –6.7
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Nestle S.A. 160.2 43.68 0.37 –12.5 1.5
Switzerland (Food Products)
ArcelorMittal 58.2 25.69 0.37 –39.2 –1.3
Luxembourg (Iron & Steel)
Sanofi-Aventis S.A. 90.3 47.31 0.35 –0.4 –31.3
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Allianz SE 51.1 77.85 0.30 –31.6 –42.3
Germany (Full Line Insurance)

Nokia 55.5 10.21 0.10% –27.3% –34.1%
Finland (Telecommunications Equipment)
E.ON 83.6 28.77 –0.03 –21.5 –12.6
Germany (Multiutilities)
Assicurazioni Gen 34.8 16.99 –0.06 –23.1 –34.5
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
Tesco 49.0 3.77 –0.11 –1.8 1.3
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
Diageo 44.4 9.71 –0.21 –8.9 2.8
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Banco Bilbao Viz 67.0 12.32 –0.24 6.8 –29.4
Spain (Banks)
Unilever 47.5 19.09 –0.29 –7.0 1.5
Netherlands (Food Products)
SAP 60.1 33.80 –0.35 –9.7 –9.8
Germany (Software)
Roche Hldg Part. Cert. 110.9 164.80 –0.42 –11.0 –24.4
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Credit Suisse Grp 60.9 53.70 –0.46 ... –22.2
Switzerland (Banks)
UBS 65.3 19.16 –0.62 –21.0 –69.5
Switzerland (Banks)
GDF Suez 97.4 29.71 –0.65 –14.9 1.8
France (Multiutilities)
UniCredit 62.7 2.58 –0.67 –20.1 –51.3
Italy (Banks)
Iberdrola S.A. 46.7 6.44 –0.77 –14.4 –13.7
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Daimler 49.6 32.20 –1.11 –20.7 –20.8
Germany (Automobiles)
Banco Santander 126.9 10.72 –1.11 –1.0 –4.7
Spain (Banks)
Barclays 64.9 3.56 –1.11 –2.8 –45.8
U.K. (Banks)
Astrazeneca 66.3 27.55 –1.18 4.8 –17.9
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
British Amer Tob 64.1 19.10 –1.24 1.0 27.5
U.K. (Tobacco)
GlaxoSmithKline 111.7 11.80 –1.26 –6.0 –21.3
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage 0.04% 0.87% 1.8% 5.8% -3.7%
Event Driven 0.33% 2.10% 5.3% 10.0% -17.6%
Equity Market Neutral -0.25% -0.65% -0.3% -3.8% -8.7%
Equity Long/Short 0.14% 0.50% 3.1% 3.2% -11.2%

*Estimates as of 09/04/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 11/1 0.94 104.07% 0.02% 1.87 0.85 1.22

Eur. High Volatility: 11/1 1.77 108.57 0.04 3.89 1.56 2.42

Europe Crossover: 11/2 6.04 113.68 0.10 6.51 5.81 6.10

Asia ex-Japan IG: 11/1 1.34 109.52 0.04 3.84 1.21 2.10

Japan: 11/1 1.63 115.29 0.05 4.33 1.41 2.22

 Note: Data as of September 7

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.
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CORPORATE NEWS

Kingfisher forced to release results early following leak

RBS moves ahead with asset sale
Bank hires Goldman
to find a buyer for
aircraft-leasing arm

Air France may trim some business-class seats

GLOBAL
BUSINESS

BRIEFS

Stephen Hester, the chief executive of the Royal Bank of Scotland Group,
designated the aircraft-leasing unit as a noncore asset in February.
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—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.

By David Pearson

PARIS—In a move to improve
profitability, Air France-KLM SA
said Tuesday it could cut business-
class seats on some routes and elimi-
nate some destinations as part of a
broad restructuring of its medium-
haul network and operations.

Like other airlines, Air France
has been hit by a slump in demand
for premium-class travel as compa-
nies and institutions pare back oper-
ating expenses in the tough eco-
nomic environment.

A spokesman for the airline said

eliminating business-class seating ar-
eas was one of the options to improve
yields on routes to Europe and North
Africa. In recent years, Air France has
eliminated premium-class cabins on
its short-haul operations inside
France, the spokesman said.

Presenting the airline’s first-
quarter results at the end of July, Air
France Chief Executive Pierre-Henri
Gourgeon told analysts the airline
would revamp its medium-haul oper-
ations both in terms of the network
and products.

The spokesman said strategic de-
cisions would be made by year end

for implementation early next year.
Apart from the decline in pre-

mium-class travel, from which air-
lines derive a large chunk of their
profits, Air France has been suffering
from competition from low-cost air-
lines, notably easyJet PLC, and from
high labor costs relative to its peers.

EasyJet has been making in-
roads at Air France’s hub at Roissy-
Charles de Gaulle airport in recent
years, taking customers away
from the Franco-Dutch airline and
forcing it to trim its margins to re-
main competitive.

Air France-KLM on Tuesday re-

ported a 2.9% drop in August passen-
ger traffic, but said load factor, which
measures how full its planes are, im-
proved 1.1 percentage points to 84.8%
as the airline cut capacity 4.2%.

Air France-KLM is “at greater
risk from low-cost competition”
than either Deutsche Lufthansa AG
or British Airways PLC, Deutsche
Bank said in a report Tuesday, not-
ing that the easyJet was targeting
Air France’s high-yield business
routes such as Paris-Milan. Air
France-KLM gained 6.3% Tuesday.
 —William Horobin

contributed to this article.

Ford Motor Co.

Ford Motor Co. launched produc-
tion of its new Transit Connect
model in Romania on Tuesday, two
years after the company took over a
state auto maker in the country. The
Transit Connect, a compact van, will
sell for Œ14,000 to Œ15,600 ($20,000
to $22,000) in Romania and the U.S.
Ford plans to build 300,000 automo-
biles in Romania in the next four
years, and said it will hire an extra
3,000 employees throughout the
country. It currently employs about
4,000 people. Romania’s govern-
ment said in March it would grant
Œ143 million in aid to Ford. The state
aid, spanning until 2012, will sup-
port production at the factory in
Craiova in southern Romania.

By Anita Likus

LONDON—Kingfisher PLC re-
leased some financial results more
than a week early on Tuesday, after
the company accidentally sent draft
data to analysts.

Europe’s biggest home-improve-
ment retailer was scheduled to re-
lease interim results on Sept. 17. But
some information was sent to ana-
lysts Monday afternoon. “It has come
to our attention that, due to an admin-
istrative error, some draft figures
were circulated externally,” the com-
pany said in a statement Tuesday.

In its partial update released
Tuesday, the company said it expects

adjusted pretax profit in the range of
£285 million to £290 million ($466
million to $474 million), for the six
months ended Aug. 1. That is up from
the £214 million reported in the first-
half ended Aug. 2, 2008, driven by im-
proved trading at the retailer’s big-
gest division, B&Q, in the U.K., as
well as cost cutting during the eco-
nomic downturn.

Kingfisher said it expects retail
profit in the range of £345 million to
£350 million, with contributions
broadly made up of £148 million
from the U.K. and Ireland, £146 mil-
lion from France and £53 million
from other international centers.
That represents a big improvement

on the year-earlier interim retail
profit— which the company defines
as continuing operating profit be-
fore central costs, exceptional items,
amortization of acquisition—of
£277 million, helped by recent warm
weather, renewed enthusiasm for
do-it-yourself activities and cost cut-
ting. No other figures were released
by Kingfisher.

The figures haven’t yet been for-
mally approved by Kingfisher’s audit
committee and board, so they could
be subject to change, according to the
company. Still, analysts welcomed
the range, saying that the profit fore-
cast was ahead of expectations.

“Good news comes early,” said

Pali International analyst Nick Bubb,
adding that the new range might
spark upgrades to consensus figures.

Kingfisher said it “will provide
more detail on the first half of the
year, along with an outline of its
plans for the balance of the year, in
what is expected to be a challenging
trading environment.”

Mr. Bubb said Kingfisher’s cau-
tious comment, that it operates in a
challenging environment, is nothing
to worry about, adding that they just
“don’t want people to get carried
away.” Mr. Bubb has a “buy” rating
on the company.
 —Lilly Vitorovich

contributed to this article.

China Mengniu Dairy Co.

China Mengniu Dairy Co. said its
first-half net profit rose 14% from a
year earlier as sales gradually recov-
ered after last year’s tainted milk
scandal. The Inner Mongolia-based
dairy producer said its net profit
was 661.9 million yuan ($96.9 mil-
lion) for the six months ended June
30. Revenue fell 12% to 12.1 billion
yuan. Mengniu said that both the up
and downstream parts of the indus-
try were showing signs of recovery
from the milk scandal in September
last year. China’s dairy industry was
rocked by disclosures about the il-
licit use of the industrial chemical
melamine in Chinese milk products,
including exported ingredients.
Mengniu was among the firms
found to be at fault in the scandal.

Pioneer Corp.

Pioneer Corp. said it won’t pay
an interim dividend this fiscal year
as it braces for a sixth consecutive
year of loss. The electronics com-
pany, which forecasts a net loss of
83 billion yen ($892.8 million) for
the business year ending March
2010, said it will decide later
whether to pay a dividend for the fis-
cal second half. Pioneer is shifting fo-
cus to in-car electronics devices and
away from flat-panel televisions,
and plans to raise about 40 billion
yen, mainly from business partners
and banks to facilitate the switch. It
is also considering applying for pub-
lic funds, while also taking steps to
pare operations, including closing
production facilities at home and
abroad and reducing its work force.

By Sara Schaefer Muñoz

LONDON—Royal Bank of Scot-
land Group PLC has hired Goldman
Sachs Group to find a buyer for its
aircraft-leasing business, said peo-
ple close to the matter, taking a step
forward in a disposal process amid a
glut of similar assets on the market.

The RBS unit has assets valued at
about $8 billion, these people said.
But any sale would likely bring in
much less for the bank.

RBS is moving ahead with the sale
as demand for aircraft has decreased.

The unit also could face competi-
tion from American International
Group Inc.’s aircraft-leasing busi-
ness, International Lease Finance
Corp. After almost a year of trying to
sell ILFC, AIG hasn’t found a buyer
and has paused the sale process,
though ILFC’s chairman and chief ex-
ecutive has discussed purchasing

part of the portfolio. ILFC’s fleet is val-
ued at a little more than $40 billion.

The sale process for RBS could
take several months, as Goldman
will first review the business and
prepare it for sale, people close to

the matter say. Also, RBS doesn’t
want to sell the unit at a discount,
says one person close to the matter.

The Dublin unit leases aircraft to
more than 100 airlines in 38 coun-
tries and has loans secured against

roughly 300 commercial aircraft, ac-
cording to the bank.

In February, Chief Executive
Stephen Hester designated the unit
as a noncore asset, among a group
that he plans to run down or sell as
he restructures the troubled bank.

RBS is 70%-owned by the U.K.
government after a bailout last au-
tumn. Mr. Hester took over when
the bank was on the brink of col-
lapse, and part of his turnaround
strategy is to shed most nonbank-
ing activities.

As part of the reorganization, RBS
also is trimming operations abroad.

Last month it sold commercial
and retail operations in Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Singapore and Indone-
sia as well as some wholesale opera-
tions in the Philippines and else-
where to Australia & New Zealand
Banking Group Ltd. for $420 million.

It also completed the sale of
RBS Pakistan to MCB Bank Ltd. for
$87 million, and is working on a
deal to sell assets in China and In-
dia, valued at several hundred mil-
lion pounds, to U.K. bank Standard
Chartered PLC.

By Julia Mengewein

ZURICH—Roche Holding AG on
Tuesday named new heads for its
pharmaceuticals and diagnostics
divisions, in a largely expected
shakeup that underscores the im-
portance of recently acquired Ge-
nentech Inc. to the Swiss drug mak-
er’s future.

Pascal Soriot, who has over-
seen Genetech’s integration into
Roche in recent months, will take
over as head of Roche’s pharma-
ceutical division. He follows long-

serving William Burns, who will be
nominated to the company’s board
next year. Mr. Burns’s retirement
as pharmaceuticals chief was an-
nounced in April.

Dr. Soriot, a Frenchman trained
as a veterinary surgeon, will over-
see global commercial operations
and marketing, as well as some as-
pects of developing new drugs. He
had been appointed as the chief ex-
ecutive of Genentech earlier this
year, after Roche took full control
of the U.S. biotechnology company
in a $47 billion deal.

Roche acquired all of Genen-
tech to get full control of the com-
pany’s lucrative cancer drugs.

The Swiss company also named
a new head of its smaller diagnos-
tics division, which makes ma-
chines and other tools that diag-
nose and monitor disease. Daniel
O’Day, currently a senior execu-
tive in that unit, will take over as
head of the division, following Jür-
gen Schwiezer, who is retiring at
the end of the year.
 —Jeanne Whalen in London

contributed to this article.

Roche appoints Genentech chief to lead drugs unit

TUI Travel PLC

Firm pares pact
with Air Berlin

TUI Travel PLC, Europe’s largest
travel company, Tuesday said it had
abandoned cross-shareholding
plans with German airline Air Berlin
PLC following talks with Germany’s
Federal Cartel Office. However, TUI
said the decision doesn’t affect
other commercial agreements be-
tween the companies announced in
March and the benefits of transfer-
ring TUIfly’s scheduled-flights busi-
ness to Air Berlin. TUIfly is TUI Trav-
el’s German aviation unit. TUI
Travel will now either buy a 9.9%
stake in Air Berlin for Œ33.5 million
($54.8 million), selling the stake
over a period of time, or pay Air Ber-
lin Œ15 million. Nick Batram, an ana-
lyst at KBC Peel Hunt, emphasized
that the core component of the deal
was still in place.

Executive Travel Program

Guests and clients of 320
leading hotels receive
The Wall Street Journal
Europe daily, courtesy of

www.thinkmediaoutdoor.be
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.36% 17 DJ Global Index -a % % 211.37 1.11% –11.4% 4.37% 13 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 576.66 0.21%–22.4%

2.00% 19 Global Dow 1200.10 –0.07% –17.9% 1843.16 0.81% –15.9% 4.25% 17 Infrastructure 1299.10 –0.24% –15.3% 1791.19 0.63% –13.3%

2.90% 43 Stoxx 600 237.90 0.29% –14.9% 257.87 1.54% –12.6% 1.52% 8 Luxury 810.80 0.12% –11.3% 994.15 1.00% –9.3%

3.05% 27 Stoxx Large 200 253.80 0.19% –15.7% 273.64 1.44% –13.4% 6.07% 5 BRIC 50 377.20 0.71% –3.6% 520.03 1.59% –1.3%

2.17% -18 Stoxx Mid 200 224.40 0.75% –10.7% 241.87 2.00% –8.3% 4.07% 13 Africa 50 726.10 –0.03% –22.0% 666.47 0.85% –20.2%

2.19% -91 Stoxx Small 200 140.80 0.85% –11.2% 151.76 2.10% –8.8% 3.24% 9 GCC % % 1491.48 –0.49% –39.5%

2.93% 34 Euro Stoxx 259.50 0.29% –16.0% 281.32 1.54% –13.7% 2.87% 17 Sustainability 773.10 –0.05% –14.6% 944.75 0.92% –12.5%

3.07% 21 Euro Stoxx Large 200 274.90 0.19% –16.8% 296.15 1.44% –14.6% 2.33% 14 Islamic Market -a % % 1801.49 0.97% –7.8%

2.21% -12 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 250.10 0.73% –11.9% 269.32 1.99% –9.6% 2.65% 14 Islamic Market 100 1570.50 –0.19% –10.6% 1945.50 0.78% –8.4%

2.44% 47 Euro Stoxx Small 200 152.90 0.82% –11.4% 164.61 2.08% –9.0% 2.65% 14 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

5.13% 12 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1344.20 0.64% –25.7% 1669.74 1.89% –23.7% 2.03% 16 DJ U.S. TSM % % 10502.76 0.49% –15.8%

4.20% 15 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1643.80 0.55% –25.2% 2049.73 1.80% –23.1% % DJ-UBS Commodity 119.30 0.31% –30.4% 125.75 2.29% –28.5%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.1555 1.9141 1.1062 0.1647 0.0370 0.1953 0.0125 0.3051 1.6771 0.2253 1.0776 ...

 Canada 1.0723 1.7763 1.0266 0.1528 0.0343 0.1813 0.0116 0.2832 1.5564 0.2091 ... 0.9280

 Denmark 5.1285 8.4956 4.9100 0.7309 0.1643 0.8669 0.0556 1.3542 7.4438 ... 4.7827 4.4385

 Euro 0.6890 1.1413 0.6596 0.0982 0.0221 0.1165 0.0075 0.1819 ... 0.1343 0.6425 0.5963

 Israel 3.7870 6.2734 3.6257 0.5397 0.1213 0.6401 0.0411 ... 5.4966 0.7384 3.5317 3.2775

 Japan 92.1750 152.6925 88.2480 13.1371 2.9523 15.5806 ... 24.3398 133.7874 17.9731 85.9601 79.7729

 Norway 5.9160 9.8001 5.6640 0.8432 0.1895 ... 0.0642 1.5622 8.5868 1.1536 5.5171 5.1200

 Russia 31.2210 51.7191 29.8909 4.4497 ... 5.2774 0.3387 8.2443 45.3157 6.0877 29.1159 27.0202

 Sweden 7.0164 11.6230 6.7175 ... 0.2247 1.1860 0.0761 1.8528 10.1840 1.3681 6.5433 6.0723

 Switzerland 1.0445 1.7303 ... 0.1489 0.0335 0.1766 0.0113 0.2758 1.5160 0.2037 0.9741 0.9040

 U.K. 0.6037 ... 0.5779 0.0860 0.0193 0.1020 0.0065 0.1594 0.8762 0.1177 0.5630 0.5224

 U.S. ... 1.6566 0.9574 0.1425 0.0320 0.1690 0.0108 0.2641 1.4514 0.1950 0.9326 0.8655

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

WSJ.com

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 307.50 1.25 0.41% 707.00 302.00
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 936.50 14.50 1.57 1,557.50 670.00
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 459.00 –12.75 –2.70% 1,155.75 457.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 87.100 0.450 0.52 118.500 81.250
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,953 17 0.58 3,217 1,961
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 124.60 0.50 0.40 189.00 112.00
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 20.87 –0.73 –3.38 24.85 11.05
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 60.76 1.13 1.90 101.50 45.25
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,210.00 80 3.76 3,635 1,435
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,885 25 1.34 1,953 1,187
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,494 unch. unch. 2,256 1,275

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 295.60 8.95 3.12 378.00 131.15
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 999.80 3.10 0.31 1,060.00 494.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1651.00 22.50 1.38 2,200.00 740.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,918.00 62.00 3.34 2,631.00 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 14,600.00 305.00 2.13 19,150.00 9,750.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 6,445.00 135.00 2.14 7,135.00 2,815.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 2,459.50 95.50 4.04 2,459.50 870.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,986.00 56.00 2.90 1,986.00 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 18,600 850 4.79 21,150 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 71.10 3.08 4.53 125.66 45.13
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.7825 0.0620 3.60 4.0556 1.2820
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.8289 0.0526 2.96 2.9500 1.0349
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 2.807 0.079 2.90 12.115 2.409
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 70.15 2.91 4.33 143.75 45.37
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 575.00 21.75 3.93 1,265.00 421.00

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on Sept. 8
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.5859 0.1790 3.8485 0.2598

Brazil real 2.6489 0.3775 1.8250 0.5479

Canada dollar 1.5564 0.6425 1.0723 0.9326
1-mo. forward 1.5563 0.6425 1.0723 0.9326

3-mos. forward 1.5562 0.6426 1.0722 0.9327
6-mos. forward 1.5564 0.6425 1.0723 0.9325

Chile peso 802.29 0.001246 552.75 0.001809
Colombia peso 2889.84 0.0003460 1991.00 0.0005023

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.4514 0.6890 1 1
Mexico peso-a 19.2440 0.0520 13.2585 0.0754

Peru sol 4.2361 0.2361 2.9185 0.3426
Uruguay peso-e 32.440 0.0308 22.350 0.0447

U.S. dollar 1.4514 0.6890 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 3.12 0.320852 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.6771 0.5963 1.1555 0.8655
China yuan 9.9099 0.1009 6.8276 0.1465

Hong Kong dollar 11.2490 0.0889 7.7502 0.1290
India rupee 70.2865 0.0142 48.4250 0.0207

Indonesia rupiah 14500 0.0000690 9990 0.0001001
Japan yen 133.79 0.007475 92.18 0.010849

1-mo. forward 133.76 0.007476 92.16 0.010851
3-mos. forward 133.71 0.007479 92.12 0.010855

6-mos. forward 133.61 0.007485 92.05 0.010863
Malaysia ringgit-c 5.0830 0.1967 3.5020 0.2856

New Zealand dollar 2.0821 0.4803 1.4345 0.6971
Pakistan rupee 120.325 0.0083 82.900 0.0121

Philippines peso 70.120 0.0143 48.310 0.0207
Singapore dollar 2.0693 0.4833 1.4257 0.7014

South Korea won 1774.11 0.0005637 1222.30 0.0008181
Taiwan dollar 47.455 0.02107 32.695 0.03059
Thailand baht 49.386 0.02025 34.025 0.02939

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.6890 1.4514

1-mo. forward 1.0000 1.0000 0.6890 1.4514

3-mos. forward 1.0000 1.0000 0.6890 1.4514

6-mos. forward 1.0000 1.0000 0.6890 1.4514

Czech Rep. koruna-b 25.501 0.0392 17.569 0.0569

Denmark krone 7.4438 0.1343 5.1285 0.1950

Hungary forint 270.63 0.003695 186.46 0.005363

Norway krone 8.5868 0.1165 5.9160 0.1690

Poland zloty 4.0887 0.2446 2.8170 0.3550

Russia ruble-d 45.316 0.02207 31.221 0.03203

Sweden krona 10.1840 0.0982 7.0164 0.1425

Switzerland franc 1.5160 0.6596 1.0445 0.9574

1-mo. forward 1.5157 0.6598 1.0442 0.9576

3-mos. forward 1.5149 0.6601 1.0437 0.9581

6-mos. forward 1.5133 0.6608 1.0426 0.9591

Turkey lira 2.1534 0.4644 1.4837 0.6740

U.K. pound 0.8762 1.1413 0.6037 1.6566

1-mo. forward 0.8762 1.1412 0.6037 1.6565

3-mos. forward 0.8762 1.1413 0.6037 1.6565

6-mos. forward 0.8761 1.1414 0.6036 1.6567

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5473 1.8273 0.3771 2.6522

Egypt pound-a 8.0211 0.1247 5.5263 0.1810

Israel shekel 5.4966 0.1819 3.7870 0.2641

Jordan dinar 1.0273 0.9735 0.7078 1.4129

Kuwait dinar 0.4164 2.4014 0.2869 3.4855

Lebanon pound 2180.80 0.0004585 1502.50 0.0006656

Saudi Arabia riyal 5.4434 0.1837 3.7503 0.2666

South Africa rand 10.9402 0.0914 7.5375 0.1327

United Arab dirham 5.3310 0.1876 3.6729 0.2723

SDR -f 0.9218 1.0848 0.6351 1.5745

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 43 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 237.89 0.69 0.29% 20.8% –14.9%

 21 DJ Stoxx 50 2412.45 3.87 0.16 16.8% –15.1%

 34 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 259.52 0.76 0.29 16.5% –16.0%

 29 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2786.25 2.41 0.09 13.7% –14.6%

 16 Austria ATX 2510.24 –18.93 –0.75% 43.4% –26.2%

 13 Belgium Bel-20 2421.95 23.85 0.99 26.9% –22.0%

 12 Czech Republic PX 1158.6 2.6 0.22 35.0% –16.7%

 19 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 315.03 1.62 0.52 39.3% –14.7%

 14 Finland OMX Helsinki 6363.16 41.86 0.66 17.8% –16.8%

 16 France CAC-40 3660.96 8.13 0.22 13.8% –14.7%

 19 Germany DAX 5481.73 18.22 0.33 14.0% –12.1%

 … Hungary BUX 19323.75 43.38 0.22 57.9% –3.4%

 16 Ireland ISEQ 3143.72 77.11 2.51 34.2% –31.0%

 12 Italy FTSE MIB 22542.93 –20.40 –0.09 15.8% –20.2%

 … Netherlands AEX 300.81 2.40 0.80 22.3% –24.0%

 13 Norway All-Shares 356.87 2.12 0.60 32.1% –14.4%

 17 Poland WIG 37261.23 –70.99 –0.19 36.8% –7.4%

 16 Portugal PSI 20 7924.48 –7.70 –0.10 25.0% –6.0%

 … Russia RTSI 1135.94 42.90 3.92% 79.8% –18.6%

 10 Spain IBEX 35 11366.6 –22.0 –0.19% 23.6% 0.1%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 280.51 0.84 0.30 37.4% 3.3%

 13 Switzerland SMI 6194.72 12.75 0.21 11.9% –13.8%

 8 Turkey ISE National 100 44846.03 –427.95 –0.95 66.9% 11.8%

 13 U.K. FTSE 100 4947.34 14.16 0.29 11.6% –8.6%

 52 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 118.64 1.65 1.41 26.8% –2.5%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 4523.8 69.4 1.56 21.5% –9.2%

 … China CBN 600 25386.88 498.79 2.00 71.9% 49.7%

 21 Hong Kong Hang Seng 21069.81 440.50 2.14 46.4% 2.8%

 19 India Sensex 16123.67 107.35 0.67 67.1% 8.2%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 10393.23 72.29 0.70 17.3% –16.2%

 … Singapore Straits Times 2660.91 16.96 0.64 51.1% –0.5%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1619.69 11.12 0.69 44.0% 11.4%

 18 AMERICAS DJ Americas 269.44 1.89 0.71 19.2% –15.7%

 … Brazil Bovespa 57477.24 824.96 1.46 53.1% 17.9%

 18 Mexico IPC 28978.91 393.66 1.38 29.5% 12.7%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of Sept. 8, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.60% 20 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 276.00 0.97% 21.2% –18.2%

2.60% 21 World (Developed Markets) 1,085.24 0.91% 17.9% –19.3%

2.40% 23 World ex-EMU 126.61 0.65% 17.7% –18.9%

2.50% 23 World ex-UK 1,080.65 0.81% 17.0% –19.1%

3.20% 20 EAFE 1,497.58 1.80% 21.0% –17.8%

2.50% 16 Emerging Markets (EM) 864.98 1.37% 52.5% –9.5%

3.60% 14 EUROPE 82.48 1.41% 18.8% –18.1%

3.90% 14 EMU 169.74 2.34% 19.5% –21.6%

3.40% 16 Europe ex-UK 90.65 1.53% 16.8% –17.6%

4.20% 12 Europe Value 94.94 1.36% 22.5% –16.9%

2.90% 17 Europe Growth 69.56 1.47% 15.1% –19.4%

2.70% 17 Europe Small Cap 149.14 1.84% 47.7% –13.7%

2.30% 8 EM Europe 233.51 1.79% 47.0% –33.5%

4.00% 11 UK 1,468.38 1.71% 11.7% –12.2%

2.80% 20 Nordic Countries 130.07 2.15% 32.6% –20.4%

1.80% 7 Russia 616.27 2.15% 49.5% –41.3%

3.40% 13 South Africa 670.65 1.03% 15.8% –2.3%

2.80% 19 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 372.14 1.52% 50.5% –4.5%

1.70% -72 Japan 584.49 1.07% 10.3% –26.2%

2.30% 16 China 60.21 1.68% 47.6% 3.2%

1.00% 20 India 639.38 2.32% 73.2% 9.5%

0.90% 24 Korea 454.40 0.14% 48.0% 12.5%

2.90% 31 Taiwan 265.76 1.13% 53.3% –2.0%

2.00% 28 US BROAD MARKET 1,124.84 0.00% 14.5% –20.5%

1.40% -47 US Small Cap 1,511.07 0.00% 21.2% –20.1%

3.50% 14 EM LATIN AMERICA 3,345.58 0.61% 61.0% –15.6%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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Dubai opens commuter rail
under cloud of growing debt

By Matthew Rosenberg

And Anand Gopal

KABUL—Afghanistan’s govern-
ment-appointed election commis-
sion released a preliminary tally
that gives President Hamid Karzai
enough votes for re-election with-
out a runoff but, against
U.S. wishes, includes votes
tainted by fraud charges.

If those suspect votes
were excluded, Mr. Karzai
would likely have less than
the absolute majority
needed to avoid a second-
round run-off, though not
all votes have been
counted.

With results in from al-
most 92% of polling sites in
the Aug. 20 presidential
election, Mr. Karzai has 54.1% of the
votes; his main challenger Abdullah
Abdullah has 28.3%, according to
the Independent Election Commis-
sion, or IEC.

A spokesman for Mr. Karzai’s
campaign said they had won “the
right to celebrate,” but
added: “Obviously, there is
controversy surrounding
these results.”

Dr. Abdullah rejected
the results. “We have been
saying from the beginning
that the IEC has been pro-
ceeding in an illegal man-
ner and we won’t accept it,”
said Dr. Abdullah’s cam-
paign spokesman.

The U.S. and its allies
have continued to back Mr.
Karzai’s government while
pushing it to investigate charges of
electoral fraud to help raise the cred-
ibility of a flawed election. The U.S.
has pressed election officials to dis-
qualify tainted votes before an-
nouncing results, and encouraged

Mr. Karzai not to claim victory
based on those votes.

Afghanistan’s security woes,
with the Taliban pressing into once-
peaceful parts of the country, have
exacerbated the political crisis.

On Tuesday, a suicide bombing
outside the gates of Kabul’s main air-

port killed at least three ci-
vilians and wounded six,
the latest in a series of as-
saults on the capital this
summer. The same day,
four U.S. soldiers were
killed in an ambush in the
northeastern province of
Kunar, said Capt. Elizabeth
Mathias, spokeswomen for
U.S. forces here. U.S.
deaths have spiked this
summer, and August was
the deadliest month for

troops since the war began in 2001.
Amid the heightened violence

from the Taliban insurgency, Af-
ghan and Western officials have
been trying to sort out a troubled
presidential election.

Afghanistan’s election commis-
sion has flagged 10% to 15%
of votes in Tuesday tally as
highly suspicious, accord-
ing to Western and Afghan
officials. The commission
has set aside results from
about 650 of the roughly
25,500 polling stations for
further investigation.

That stand sharply con-
trasts with the position of
the United Nations-funded
election watchdog in Af-
ghanistan that rules on is-
sues of fraud and miscon-

duct. On Tuesday, the Electoral Com-
plaints Commission, which is run by
a Canadian, ordered that ballots
from all of the suspicious polling sta-
tions be recounted and audited.

Officials from Afghanistan’s elec-

tion commission said that they
wanted further clarification on
which polling stations should be au-
dited before they take action.

The order from the ECC applies to
polling stations where more than 100
people voted and in which one candi-
date received more than 95% of the
vote, or where there were more votes
than registered voters, or both. The
investigation would include hun-
dreds of thousands of votes, and take
weeks or months to sort out, Afghan
election officials said.

Interviews with Western and Af-

ghan officials indicate the election
commission had decided against
throwing out tainted ballots partly
due to political pressure from Mr.
Karzai’s camp.

The commission said it didn’t
have the legal authority to exclude
the votes. Many Afghan and West-
ern officials in Kabul said that’s not
the case.

Zakari Barakzai, the deputy chief
electoral officer of the commission,
said there also was political pres-
sure on the commission, although
he wouldn’t say who it came from.

“A certain political candidate in-
formed us that this was against the
law,” Mr.Barakzai said, referringto ex-
cluding suspected votes. He also said
the results are tainted: “The results
we have so far are only half clean.”

In the meantime, said a senior
Western diplomat in Kabul, Afghani-
stan has a sitting president whose
term has now expired and whose
time in office has been extended by
evidence of fraud on his behalf.

“Obviously, that raises a very se-
rious question of his legitimacy in
the interim,” the diplomat said.

Karzai gains, on cushion of suspect votes
Preliminary Afghan election tally gives president a majority, but officials say tainted votes pushed him across

A handout image from Dubai’s Road and Transport Authority shows an August test run of the emirate’s new metro network.

Afghans cycle past an election poster in Kabul, Tuesday. The U.N.-backed complaints commission ordered a recount of some votes.

Hamid Karzai

Abdullah
Abdullah

By Stefania Bianchi

DUBAI—Dubai’s ruler will open a
32-mile, single-line urban railway
Wednesday, after just four years of
planning and construction, at what
has turned out to be an inauspicious
time.

The city-state has been pum-
meled by the global financial crisis
and economic downturn. Real-estate
prices have tumbled and some of the
emirate’s most ambitious develop-
ment projects have been halted.

Dubai has vowed to spend
through the downturn, announcing
its first forecast budget deficit in
years to support infrastructure
projects such as the rail system. Un-
like some of its neighbors, however,
Dubai doesn’t have much oil and fi-
nanced much of its recent, explosive
growth with debt.

Dubai’s government and its many
related companies are estimated to
have debts of almost $85 billion,
more than double the city-state’s
gross domestic product, according to
investment bank EFG-Hermes.

That figure doesn’t include the
cost of the Dubai Metro, which is pri-
marily elevated railway with a small

underground portion. Construction
costs on the project have soared to 28
billion dirhams ($7.62 billion) from
the 15.5 billion dirhams originally es-
timated, according to the emirate’s
Road & Transport Authority, or RTA.

Dubai’s ruler, Sheik Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, who is prime
minister of the United Arab Emirates,
said Tuesday that the emirate can
meet its debt obligations. Bankers
have expressed concern about
whether Dubai can repair or restruc-
ture two bonds, totaling about $4.5
billion, that are due by the end of the
year.

“I don’t blame them,” he said, re-
ferring to decling confidence. “I as-
sure you that we’re all right, that the
United Arab Emirates is all right.”

The RTA has said it expects the
metro will generate $4.6 billion over
the next 10 years. To raise cash, it has
offered naming rights for 23 of the
planned 47 stations, as well as the
two planned metro lines. So far,
about $490 million has been raised
from the sales.

The new line will be the first ur-
ban rail among the Persian Gulf’s
Arab states. Across the Gulf, Iran al-
ready operates a metro in Tehran.

A crucial challenge will be wean-
ing the emirate’s drivers out of their
air-conditioned cars. Motorists in
the sheikdom benefit from inexpen-
sive fuel subsidized by the govern-

ment, and no tax on vehicles. Ticket
prices for the metro will range be-
tween 49 cents and $1.80 depending
on the distance traveled.

The RTA expects 200 million pas-

senger journeys a year, reducing road
congestion by as much as 17%.
 —Margaret Coker

and Andrew Critchlow
contributed to this article.
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EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 09/01 SAR 5.50 16.0 –39.3 NS
EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 07/31 USD 29.36 14.5 –10.6 –7.9

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 09/07 USD 324.92 32.3 7.0 4.7
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 09/07 USD 189.98 45.0 –3.8 –11.1
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 09/07 EUR 92.72 22.7 –17.3 –23.3
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 09/07 USD 176.27 28.2 –13.9 –19.8
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 09/07 USD 178.71 24.4 –15.8 –19.0
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 09/07 USD 137.70 6.8 –2.6 –2.1
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 09/07 USD 132.82 46.9 2.3 –9.0
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 09/04 USD 114.52 13.7 –19.7 –18.4
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 09/04 USD 158.98 21.6 –21.5 –20.0

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 09/07 EUR 25.64 –2.2 –42.7 –46.7
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 09/07 EUR 30.57 56.5 –15.4 –20.7

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 09/07 EUR 3.14 49.5 –52.1 –42.0
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 09/07 EUR 12.63 47.2 –7.5 –4.7
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 09/07 USD 13.52 55.0 –3.2 0.5
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 09/07 USD 16.29 88.1 –23.3 –20.0

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 09/08 USD 157.10 41.7 –3.9 –15.0
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 09/08 USD 149.90 40.8 –4.7 –15.7
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 09/04 USD 285.48 0.1 –19.0 –6.5
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 09/07 CHF 124.21 0.2 0.3 1.3
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 09/07 CHF 93.76 0.2 0.3 1.3
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 09/04 USD 102.40 25.9 0.8 –9.3
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/04 EUR 249.64 87.0 –26.5 –25.7
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 09/08 USD 463.17 52.2 –8.3 –14.9
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/07 EUR 94.28 23.3 –10.0 –16.9
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 09/07 EUR 380.73 2.0 4.1 2.1
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 09/07 EUR 289.73 2.0 4.1 2.1
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 09/07 EUR 143.39 14.8 9.6 4.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 09/07 EUR 100.80 14.8 9.6 4.3
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 09/07 EUR 131.18 45.5 –2.1 –4.4
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 09/07 EUR 76.05 45.5 –2.1 –4.4
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 09/07 EUR 135.85 0.9 1.8 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 09/07 EUR 97.90 0.9 1.7 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 102.38 0.5 1.5 NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 101.02 0.5 1.5 NS
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/07 EUR 375.93 22.9 –14.3 –22.4
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/07 EUR 124.11 22.7 –10.3 –19.7
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 09/04 USD 230.77 21.8 13.5 9.9
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 09/04 USD 156.99 21.8 13.5 9.9
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 09/08 USD 319.49 50.2 6.3 –9.1
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 09/08 USD 319.32 66.6 –0.3 –9.0
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 09/08 JPY 9091.26 11.6 –22.3 –21.8
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 09/08 JPY 8035.27 10.1 –26.3 –26.0
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 09/08 JPY 7808.99 9.6 –26.7 –26.5
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 09/08 JPY 4543.51 15.7 –20.7 –20.7
PF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 48.49 NS NS NS
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 09/08 USD 245.80 55.3 1.1 –7.8
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 09/07 CHF 765.37 11.0 –3.0 –5.6
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 09/04 EUR 56.15 27.2 –11.9 –17.7
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 46.51 103.6 –29.2 NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 09/04 USD 88.25 23.5 –5.6 –12.2
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 09/07 EUR 425.89 30.5 –13.2 –19.7
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 09/04 USD 93.42 14.4 –18.3 –14.0
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 09/04 USD 82.37 13.6 –16.5 –16.2
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 09/04 USD 510.87 –3.7 4.1 5.9
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 09/04 USD 374.86 –3.7 4.1 6.0
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 09/07 USD 130.99 0.6 1.1 2.2

PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 09/07 USD 85.53 0.6 1.1 2.2
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 101.56 0.3 1.2 NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 100.85 0.3 1.2 NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 09/04 EUR 113.78 10.5 –15.1 –15.4
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 09/08 USD 164.78 0.0 10.4 7.9
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 09/08 USD 136.39 0.0 10.5 7.9

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 09/07 USD 11.44 45.9 –2.0 –10.5
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 09/08 USD 17.11 16.5 16.4 –0.8
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT OT IRL 09/07 USD 11.89 NS NS NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT OT IRL 09/07 USD 11.89 NS NS NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 07/31 USD 123.37 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 05/29 USD 8.36 23.9 –48.7 –17.6
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 07/31 USD 129.28 2.4 15.2 10.4
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 07/31 USD 201.50 12.6 4.4 –2.7
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 14.25 2.2 –4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 171.84 3.6 5.7 1.6

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 09/02 USD 104.32 80.8 –3.9 0.6

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 659.34 17.0 –13.2 NS
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 781.62 18.9 –9.9 NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1199.70 6.0 –1.2 –2.8
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1278.36 6.4 –0.6 –2.2
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 1128.88 33.2 –14.7 –24.3
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 1206.95 33.7 –14.2 –23.8
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 613.03 23.4 –12.6 –20.2
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 879.35 23.9 –12.1 –19.7
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1339.65 11.9 3.8 1.8
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1419.25 12.3 4.5 2.4
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1072.09 9.3 4.8 1.2
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1139.63 9.8 5.5 1.8
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 09/07 USD 811.95 21.8 –22.8 –21.4
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 09/07 USD 835.49 22.3 –22.4 –21.0
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 734.94 17.2 –25.7 –23.0
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 09/07 GBP 68.96 16.3 –26.5 –22.6
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1457.53 28.9 –0.3 –0.8
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 09/07 EUR 1556.71 29.5 0.3 –0.2
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 09/07 JPY 12108.69 17.2 –15.3 –22.0
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 09/07 JPY 12881.57 17.6 –14.8 –21.5
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 09/07 USD 2024.29 57.4 9.6 –9.0
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 09/07 USD 2156.28 58.0 10.3 –8.5
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 903.74 25.8 –11.3 –19.2
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 09/07 EUR 961.59 26.3 –10.9 –18.7
US Equity A US EQ IRL 09/07 USD 801.27 19.7 –17.5 –15.2
US Equity B US EQ IRL 09/07 USD 856.28 20.3 –17.0 –14.7
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 09/07 USD 1165.68 15.9 –21.5 –17.4
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 09/07 USD 1246.46 16.4 –21.0 –16.9

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se

n SEB Fund 1
Asset Sele C EUR OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 13.78 –2.5 13.5 12.0
Asset Sele C H-CHF OT OT LUX 09/08 CHF 95.69 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-GBP OT OT LUX 09/08 GBP 96.68 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-JPY OT OT LUX 09/08 JPY 9607.27 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-NOK OT OT LUX 09/08 NOK 110.45 –1.9 NS NS
Asset Sele C H-SEK OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 138.46 –2.9 14.4 12.3
Asset Sele C H-USD OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 96.55 NS NS NS
Asset Sele D H-SEK OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 129.94 –2.9 NS NS
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 09/08 SEK 70.14 16.6 –21.2 –24.1
Choice Global Value -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 67.21 16.5 –21.2 NS
Choice Global Value -I- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 6.13 25.9 –26.1 –26.6
Choice Japan Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 JPY 49.53 10.2 –22.2 –23.3
Choice Japan Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 JPY 44.54 10.2 –22.1 –23.2
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 09/08 JPY 51.45 14.9 –24.6 –25.9
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 09/08 USD 3.65 30.1 –19.8 –14.0
Ethical Europe Fd OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 1.84 23.2 –20.9 –23.6
Europe 1 Fd OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 2.64 26.5 –19.7 –23.2
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 3.78 23.9 –21.2 –23.9
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 0.55 17.7 –17.8 –18.7
Global Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 1.99 19.7 –17.9 –17.3
Global Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 1.25 19.6 NS NS
Nordic Fd OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 5.23 29.0 –5.6 –13.5

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 6.73 48.6 3.3 –10.9

Choice Asia ex. Japan -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 1.19 48.6 NS NS
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 10.42 –4.5 –2.6 1.0
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 10.33 –4.9 –3.0 0.6
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 96.92 –8.3 –6.5 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 105.30 –4.9 –3.0 0.6
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 7.36 15.3 –10.2 NS
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 72.35 45.0 –10.4 NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 09/08 NOK 77.15 45.0 –10.4 NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 09/08 SEK 78.53 45.0 –10.4 NS
Russia Fd OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 7.00 109.8 –19.2 –17.8

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 09/07 USD 1.65 18.6 –16.1 –16.3
Ethical Glbl Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 0.77 16.2 NS NS
Ethical Glbl Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 0.75 25.9 –11.8 –16.0
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 09/08 SEK 38.94 41.2 7.6 –7.1
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 09/08 SEK 13.17 3.4 4.1 5.1
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 09/08 USD 3.01 4.9 –12.8 –9.6
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 09/08 SEK 8.81 1.1 1.6 2.6
Technology Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 0.19 NS NS NS
Technology Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 2.25 44.2 –0.8 –8.8
World Fd -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 27.40 NS NS NS
World Fd -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 2.08 29.7 –5.4 –9.4

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 1.27 0.1 0.0 1.3
Short Bond Fd EUR -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 NA 0.50 NS NS NS
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 09/08 SEK 21.94 1.8 1.8 2.8
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 09/08 USD 2.49 –0.2 0.4 1.5

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 10.29 2.3 –0.7 0.6
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 8.91 2.3 –0.7 0.6
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 25.76 2.2 –0.9 0.5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 8.02 2.2 –0.9 0.5
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 09/08 SEK 11.08 2.5 2.5 3.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 09/08 SEK 10.14 2.5 2.5 3.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 09/08 SEK 21.67 2.4 2.4 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 09/08 SEK 8.20 2.4 2.4 3.1
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 42.41 2.1 9.8 6.2
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 12.32 2.1 9.9 5.6
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 09/08 EUR 1.23 12.9 4.9 2.0
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 09/08 EUR 0.94 12.9 5.0 1.8
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 12.19 13.4 1.0 0.4
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 9.21 13.4 1.0 0.5
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 09/08 EUR 103.42 –0.4 3.9 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 09/08 EUR 107.83 4.1 8.4 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 1098.90 4.1 8.4 NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 21.35 2.3 5.7 4.5
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 09/08 SEK 11.68 2.3 5.7 4.5

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 09/08 USD 2.37 53.9 –0.8 –8.1
Eastern Europe Fd OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 2.39 39.1 –18.2 –19.3

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 09/08 SEK 26.19 56.0 11.7 –14.8
Eastern Europe SmCap Fd OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 2.26 71.9 –16.9 –24.6
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 970.12 27.2 –23.2 –25.4
Listed Private Equity -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 119.50 45.1 NS NS
Listed Private Equity -IC- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 69.52 68.3 NS NS
Listed Private Equity -ID- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 67.47 63.6 NS NS
Nordic Small Cap -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 118.48 NS NS NS
Nordic Small Cap -IC- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 118.73 NS NS NS

n SEB Sicav 3
Asset Sele Defensive Acc -A- OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 78.14 –2.4 –19.4 –13.6
Asset Sele Defensive Acc EUR -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 99.84 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc SEK -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 99.92 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc USD -C- OT OT LUX 09/08 USD 101.02 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Inc -D- OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 71.38 –2.5 –19.4 –14.9
Asset Sele Opp C H NOK OT OT LUX 09/08 NOK 102.23 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp C H SEK OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 101.25 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp IC EUR OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 102.03 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H GBP OT OT LUX 09/08 GBP 102.02 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H SEK OT OT LUX 09/08 SEK 102.01 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original C EUR OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 101.50 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original D GBP OT OT LUX 09/08 GBP 101.72 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original ID GBP OT OT LUX 09/08 GBP 101.54 NS NS NS

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 08/27 USD 1007.88 7.2 NS NS

MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 08/31 USD 1085.58 11.8 NS NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 08/27 AED 5.94 29.4 –44.1 –15.6

n WWW.SGAM.COM
SGAM FUND
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 09/04 EUR 29.36 3.5 –3.5 2.5
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 09/04 EUR 22.74 9.7 4.8 1.5
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 09/04 EUR 19.07 43.4 –1.3 –5.3
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 40.86 3.5 8.4 5.2
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 39.10 3.2 7.4 4.5
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 –4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 36.01 14.2 13.0 8.8
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 41.90 5.2 10.4 9.1
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 21.76 45.6 15.5 –14.7
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 25.64 24.5 –13.9 –20.9
Eq. Eastern Europe A OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 19.17 45.0 –33.5 –31.1
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 16.28 14.2 –24.5 –14.2
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 10.07 9.8 –18.9 –24.0
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 –45.7 –33.8
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 16.56 20.6 –14.0 –18.3
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 11.59 37.6 –13.0 –22.5
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 8.52 42.6 –8.8 –14.9
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 25.53 21.4 –11.3 –18.3
Eq. Global Technol A OT OT LUX 04/24 USD 4.46 22.1 –29.7 –21.6
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 29.03 38.8 42.9 6.4
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 09/07 JPY 1149.69 27.0 2.0 –19.2
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 09/08 JPY 1795.89 14.7 –2.2 –10.2
Eq. Pacific A OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 9.27 45.2 2.4 –13.2
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 20.20 24.4 –8.5 –10.6
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 13.89 28.8 –19.0 –15.1
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 26.48 32.1 –13.3 –14.4
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 19.71 23.3 –19.4 –17.5
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 19.25 23.9 –19.9 –20.5
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 14.91 15.2 –32.6 –26.7
Eq. US Value Opp A OT OT LUX 09/04 USD 14.98 15.6 –28.7 –26.1
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 09/07 EUR 27.37 0.9 2.2 3.3
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 15.83 0.5 1.3 2.4

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 9326.00 8.4 –21.8 –29.4
YMR-N Japan Fund OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 10353.00 9.7 –22.8 –27.4
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 7437.00 15.9 –9.9 –27.2

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 6442.00 9.1 –25.4 –28.5
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 6024.00 1.8 –31.7 –33.4

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 6762.00 8.4 –24.3 –29.0
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 8519.00 4.0 –18.1 –22.0

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 7009.00 3.5 –27.8 –30.4

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 4699.00 3.3 –29.8 –29.6
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 5436.00 3.0 –25.8 –23.7
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 5453.00 15.9 –10.1 NS

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 4498.00 5.9 –32.3 –32.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 4822.00 7.3 –31.4 –33.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 6820.00 11.8 –26.3 –29.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 8742.00 9.0 –23.1 –29.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 6597.00 5.5 –21.7 –30.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 7868.00 –1.1 –28.5 –27.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 5225.00 4.8 –26.3 –28.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 12643.00 11.6 –12.2 –18.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 8251.00 8.0 –27.1 –31.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 7608.00 24.1 –7.6 –25.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 5857.00 12.8 –18.6 –24.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 09/08 JPY 3166.00 32.6 –6.9 –30.2

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 5058.00 12.4 –28.5 –31.7

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 09/08 JPY 5511.00 8.1 –24.5 –30.4
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n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 07/31 USD 1359.45 40.3 NS NS

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 07/31 USD 1355.14 0.5 4.1 5.9
CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 1752.69 0.7 –8.8 –4.4
CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 1246.22 0.4 4.8 5.8
CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 07/31 USD 1687.07 2.7 7.0 6.4
CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 07/31 USD 946.07 –0.3 1.6 6.7

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 07/31 EUR 99.21 0.8 –20.2 –11.9
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 07/31 EUR 985.72 –1.0 –23.2 –15.4

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 08/21 USD 753.63 67.1 –46.5 –27.9

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 08/28 EUR 174.99 –18.2 –7.7 5.9
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 08/31 USD 176.10 –19.4 –9.8 4.9
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 08/28 EUR 184.13 –14.8 –16.1 3.3
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 08/28 USD 190.87 –15.0 –16.6 3.1
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 08/31 USD 390.00 –20.6 –6.3 5.5
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 08/31 USD 390.00 –20.6 –6.3 5.5

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 08/21 GBP 1.01 7.4 NS NS
Global Absolute EUR OT OT NA 08/21 EUR 1.49 8.1 NS NS
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 08/21 USD 1.90 7.7 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 08/21 EUR 83.53 9.4 NS –10.5
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 08/21 EUR 78.74 9.7 NS –9.8
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 08/21 USD 89.26 10.6 NS –23.0

Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 08/21 USD 87.64 10.1 NS –8.7

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 123.47 3.5 –13.4 –3.8
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 08/21 CHF 106.88 7.1 NS NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 111.63 2.9 –15.9 –5.9
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 08/21 GBP 126.98 7.8 NS NS
GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 05/29 EUR 91.86 10.0 –10.4 NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 08/21 USD 107.31 8.8 NS –0.8
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 08/21 EUR 122.73 8.6 NS –1.8
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 08/21 GBP 127.11 8.1 NS –1.1
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 08/21 USD 143.91 9.0 NS –0.3
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 08/21 USD 263.50 8.1 NS NS
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 08/21 USD 134.41 8.5 NS NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 07/31 USD 110.58 13.4 –23.1 –13.3
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 08/21 CHF 91.08 8.4 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 08/21 EUR 98.86 9.4 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 08/21 GBP 106.52 9.9 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 08/21 EUR 105.26 10.0 NS –7.3
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 08/21 GBP 110.03 10.3 NS –7.1
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 08/21 USD 120.27 11.0 NS –6.0
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 07/31 USD 184.08 9.1 –14.1 –9.7

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 111.58 4.2 –14.9 –7.1
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/21 EUR 97.57 10.0 NS –4.2
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/21 USD 179.02 10.5 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/21 USD 160.18 14.1 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/21 EUR 89.20 13.6 NS –9.0
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/21 EUR 126.99 10.2 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 08/21 USD 134.62 10.3 NS NS
Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 06/30 JPY 7913.02 –2.1 –10.8 –8.6
Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 92.51 –1.7 –9.6 –6.5
Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 91.87 7.0 –33.1 –19.2
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT NA 08/21 EUR 105.12 6.4 NS NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT NA 08/21 USD 105.16 6.6 NS NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT NA 08/21 JPY 9564.40 NS NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 08/21 USD 145.21 –4.3 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 08/21 EUR 132.08 –4.0 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 08/21 GBP 139.24 –4.3 NS NS
US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 105.30 2.9 –19.3 –7.5

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 08/31 EUR 192.86 NS NS NS
Integrated Dir Trading USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 94.58 3.5 –4.4 5.3
Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 06/30 EUR 76.09 6.9 –21.7 –12.8
Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 07/31 EUR 150.94 1.4 –4.1 –1.0
Integrated Event Driven USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 82.54 0.3 –22.8 –11.0
Integrated Lg/Sh Sel A USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 85.01 –1.6 –14.8 –6.9
Integrated MultSt B USD OT OT VGB 06/30 USD 119.05 3.3 –16.3 –6.8
Integrated Relative Value USD OT OT CYM 06/30 EUR 94.14 3.1 –5.3 –3.0

n INVENTUM ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
info@inventumcapital.com
Tel. +7 495 792 5595 www.inventumcapital.com
Inv Absolute Return Fund OT OT BMU 08/31 USD 132.67 31.1 NS NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 09/04 USD 308.36 60.5 –46.4 –36.6
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 09/04 USD 551.14 90.2 –56.6 –40.8
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 07/22 EUR 74.42 –14.5 –28.2 NS
Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 06/30 USD 1278.00 NS –13.7 –5.5

n SEB ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT
SEB KEY Europe Equity Long Short

Key Europe Long/Short EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 88.04 3.7 –9.1 NS
Key Europe Long/Short EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 87.47 3.4 –9.6 NS

n SEB KEY Hedge

Key Hedge EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 98.83 9.0 –0.2 NS
Key Hedge EUR-RC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 98.22 8.7 –0.7 NS

n SEB KEY Market Independent II
Key Market Independent II EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 93.41 10.2 –3.3 NS
Key Market Independent II SEK -I- OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 90.76 10.5 –3.5 NS

n SEB KEY Recovery
Key Recovery -IC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 85.18 7.0 –12.6 NS
Key Recovery -RC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 84.64 6.7 –13.0 NS

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 09/01 USD 46.63 –44.0 –7.7 12.2
Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 09/01 USD 2346.00 –35.8 –11.6 6.3
Superfund Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 09/01 USD 903.65 –22.3 3.6 18.1
Superfund Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 09/01 USD 902.89 –33.0 0.8 17.2
Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 09/01 EUR 6762.00 –22.8 –3.1 7.8

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 08/31 EUR 1195.14 –7.6 –8.5 2.7
Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 08/31 GBP 1176.95 –7.7 –8.0 3.5
Winton Evolution JPY OT OT VGB 02/27 JPY 115254.95 0.7 –3.8 7.1
Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 08/31 USD 1164.15 –7.9 –8.5 2.6
Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 08/31 EUR 190.12 –7.7 2.5 12.0
Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 08/31 GBP 205.03 –7.6 3.1 13.2
Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 08/31 JPY 13583.03 –8.0 0.7 9.6
Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 08/31 USD 673.84 –8.2 1.7 11.9
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com
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n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 07/31 USD 1350.04 3.2 3.2 2.6 –18.0 –7.1

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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India’s sugar-cane crop wilts in a protracted drought

Merkel urges restraint on airstrike details
German leader cites
contradictory reports
on civilian casualties

German Chancellor Angela Merkel addresses the lower house of parliament at the Reichstag in Berlin on Thursday.

By Arpan Mukherjee

SITAPUR DISTRICT, India—
Deepak Singh’s neighbor’s sugar-
cane stalks barely reach his
waist—a vivid sign, he says, of the
drought that has hurt local incomes
and forced the world’s largest sugar
consumer, India, to buy sweetener
from other countries.

“By now, the crop should have
been taller than me,” the six-foot
farmer says.

Instead, fields of cane here in the
northern state of Uttar Pradesh have
turned pale yellow, from normal
green, because of the dry weather.

During June through August, Ut-
tar Pradesh traditionally receives
about 27 inches of rain. This year, the
state received 14.4. Meteorologists in
India recorded the dryest June in 83
years. Monsoon rains came shortly
thereafter, but were followed by a dry
spell, with devastating effects. The
rains, which normally continue at
least until the middle of September,
resumed in the third week of August,
too late to redeem most crops.

Uttar Pradesh officials say they ex-
pect the state’s area of cultivated
sugar cane to shrink 16% for the year
ending in March 2010. Amid the lean
harvest, India is slated to import
about five million tons of sugar by
March, with demand driving up
prices of sugar in India as well as
prices of foreign sugar futures.

Sugar cane isn’t the only crop suf-
fering. The lack of rain has left a host
of staples exposed to north India’s
sun, dramatically shrinking yields
for rice, oilseeds and legumes, such
as peas and beans. The result has
been rising prices for consumers
and soaring debt for farmers.

Among the places hardest hit by
the drought is Uttar Pradesh, a state

about the size of the United King-
dom with three times its popula-
tion. The state alone contributes
about a third of the rice in federal
emergency grain reserves.

Uttar Pradesh is also the coun-
try’s second-largest sugar producer.
The government recently declared a
drought in 58 of its 71 districts—the
worst in decades.

The drought’s effect has been am-
plified by the state’s antiquated agri-
cultural sector. Rain is usually the
only means of sustaining summer-
sown crops such as sugar cane, rice,
oilseeds and legumes, largely be-
cause an irrigation network of ca-
nals is often dry due to poor mainte-
nance. Uttar Pradesh also suffers
from frequent power cuts, limiting
the possibility of pumping ground
water to fields.

India’s national government has
repeatedly outlined ambitious plans
to revamp the irrigation network in
its budgets, but little gets done at
the state level. New Delhi recently at-
tempted to slow surging prices for
some commodities by limiting the
amount of legumes that traders can
store, and relaxing import restric-
tions on sugar.

Despite these efforts, global
sugar prices are climbing with in-
creasing Indian demand. “The diffi-
culty with such a large country is that
whatever India does, either export or
import, the quantity is so significant
that the world market and sugar
prices get affected,” said Sharad
Pawar, the federal farm minister.

While the prices of rice and
wheat haven’t surged—because
the federal government has ample
stocks of both—prices of sugar
and legumes have risen between
30% and 40% in the past six
months. Traditional Indian meals

consist of rice, wheat and legumes.
Some analysts worry that surg-

ing commodity prices could weigh
on consumer demand, just as the In-
dian economy is showing signs of
shrugging off the global malaise. Af-
ter hovering below 6% growth for
months as consumer spending
slowed during the global recession,
India’s economy grew by 6.1% in the
April-June quarter.

This year, in Sitapur district, out-
side the state capital of Lucknow,
swathes of farmland have been left un-
sown with many farmers deciding not
to plant crops because of the drought.

Some hard-hit farmers here have
become day laborers to support
their families. As in past years,
mounting debt has driven many
farmers to despair. At least three
debt-burdened farmers in Uttar
Pradesh have committed suicide be-
cause of failed crops, according to In-
dian media reports.

A late spate of rain in mid-Au-
gust has been too little, too late, for
many farmers, falling after many
had switched to crops that require
less water, such as oilseeds and
coarse cereals. Sugar needs about
two years to grow, so farmers don’t

usually switch from sugar cane to
other crops mid-season.

Brij Mohan, a farmer in the Ram-
pur village of Rai Bareli district, is
among those who switched to oil-
seeds from rice because of scant rain.

He and other farmers have taken
emergency loans of as much as
$100—more than a month’s earn-
ing—to cushion their finances. But
drought has hurt his latest crop, too.

To add to his woes, herds of wild
antelope have wandered into his
fields at night. The animals munch
what remains of the oilseed, one of
their favorite foods.

A farmer plows his farmland in Uttar Pradesh, India. The state has been hit hard by a severe drought.
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BERLIN—Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel said the world should reserve
judgment on whether civilians were
killed in a German-ordered airstrike
in Afghanistan, even as the North At-
lantic Treaty Organization said it be-
lieved civilians died in the attack.

The NATO-led force announced
Tuesday that it believed after a pre-
liminary review that civilians had
been killed and wounded along with
insurgents in Friday’s strike on two
hijacked tanker trucks in the north-
ern province of Kunduz. It said the
top U.S. and NATO commander in Af-
ghanistan, Gen. Stanley McChrystal,
hadappointed a Canadianmajor gen-
eral to lead an investigation along
with officers from the U.S. Air Force
and the German military.

Ms. Merkel asserted in a nearly si-
multaneous speech to Germany’s
parliament that reports about civil-
ian victims were still contradictory.

“It will not be possible for us to
clear that up precisely here this
morning,” she said. “We will not ac-
cept premature judgments.”

Ms. Merkel said she had given the
same message to NATO Secretary-
General Anders Fogh Rasmussen.

“I say this very clearly after what
I have experienced in the last few
days: I will not tolerate that from

whoever it may be, at home as well
as abroad,” she told parliament.

She didn’t address any details of
the airstrike orthe eventsthat ledto it.

Ms. Merkel pledged German sup-
port for a thorough investigation
of the airstrike and didn’t discount
the possibility that civilians had
been killed.

“We will not gloss over any-
thing,” she told lawmakers. “Every
innocent person who dies in Afghan-
istan is one too many—we mourn ev-
ery single one.”

Gen. McChrystal ordered com-
manders in June to be sure any tar-
gets were clear of civilians before
calling in an airstrike, hoping to re-

duce the growing number of Af-
ghan civilian deaths, which have
damaged the credibility of interna-
tional troops.

Germany had been one of the
harshest critics of using airstrikes
as part of the mission. But a recent
jump in attacks on their troops have
resulted in a change in tactics. Ear-

lier this year, the government
changed the army’s rules of engage-
ment, allowing them to open fire, in-
stead of waiting to be attacked.

Germany has been criticized by
some of its NATO partners for call-
ing in Friday’s strike by a U.S. jet and
for initially insisting that it ap-
peared only militants were among
the dozens who died. Only later did
Germany officials acknowledge that
civilians might have been killed.

German officials have backed
their commanders since the air-
strike, citing worries that the tank-
ers could have been used in a suicide
attack against their troops.

The Afghan government’s direc-
tor of criminal investigation, Mirza
Mohammad Yarmand, said on Tues-
day that the Taliban hijacked the
tankers “to use as a rolling bomb
against the government or govern-
ment forces.

“Or they would have sold the gas
in the tankers to fund their equip-
ment and ammunition,” he said.

The 4,200-troop German mis-
sion in Afghanistan has become in-
creasingly unpopular at home, with
polls showing a majority now op-
posed to it. But the airstrike doesn’t
appear to be poised to affect a Sept.
27 national election. Public outcry
has been muted and none of the
main political parties have wavered
in their support of the mission.

Ms. Merkel said the Afghan mis-
sion remains necessary and helps
protect “the life and limb of people
here in Germany against the evil of
international terrorism.”
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Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 09/07 USD 3.96 43.6 2.0 0.8
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 09/07 USD 10.35 21.9 –20.9 –23.7
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 09/07 USD 9.54 21.1 –21.6 –24.4
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 09/07 USD 10.97 22.4 –20.3 –23.1
India Growth A - OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 108.41 NS NS NS
India Growth AX OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 94.68 63.9 7.1 –3.4
India Growth B - OT OT NA 09/07 USD 113.93 NS NS NS
India Growth BX OT OT LUX 09/07 USD 81.19 62.8 6.1 –4.4
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 09/07 USD 97.96 64.3 7.5 –3.1
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 124.37 5.9 –13.8 –11.9
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 105.24 5.2 –14.7 –12.8
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 135.55 6.5 –13.1 –11.2
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 97.09 32.7 –11.6 –14.8
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 84.40 31.8 –12.5 –15.6
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 108.59 33.5 –10.9 –14.1
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 09/07 JPY 6067.00 13.1 –19.5 –23.2
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 09/07 JPY 5930.00 6.6 –21.1 –23.6
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 09/07 JPY 6086.00 7.2 –20.4 –23.0
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 09/07 JPY 6146.00 19.2 –18.6 –23.4
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 09/07 JPY 6293.00 19.8 –17.9 –22.7
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 13.15 23.2 –19.2 –19.0

Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 12.06 22.4 –20.0 –19.8
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 09/07 USD 14.10 23.9 –18.5 –18.4
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 09/07 USD 7.09 7.7 –1.8 –8.1
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 09/07 USD 9.45 7.9 –1.9 –8.1
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 09/07 USD 7.09 7.3 –2.2 –8.5
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 09/07 USD 9.42 7.5 –2.2 –8.5
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 09/07 USD 7.09 8.1 –1.2 –7.6

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 09/04 GBP 7.39 11.0 –6.0 –10.7
Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 09/04 EUR 5.95 2.5 –22.8 –21.5
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 09/04 USD 14.76 47.6 –7.4 –11.7
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 09/04 EUR 12.86 18.9 –5.0 –12.9
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 09/04 USD 13.47 10.4 –20.9 –16.8
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 09/04 EUR 7.30 12.6 –14.6 –18.9

Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 09/04 EUR 8.93 7.9 –16.0 –20.8

Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 09/04 JPY 500.17 14.1 –17.3 –22.6

Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 09/04 USD 9.01 6.8 –9.0 –7.8

Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 09/04 USD 11.09 8.5 –1.9 –0.6

Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 09/04 EUR 10.57 18.1 0.2 –2.7

Andorfons EU BD AND 09/04 EUR 14.05 17.8 –0.8 –5.2

Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 07/31 EUR 95.97 3.9 –14.7 –8.8

Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 09/04 EUR 9.11 12.6 –11.9 –11.6

Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 09/04 EUR 8.68 6.7 –20.9 –18.7

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 08/31 USD 214697.33 59.2 3.7 –8.9

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 09/08 EUR 9.17 –5.2 –7.6 –3.0

DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 190.67 8.8 –7.1 –10.4

DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 09/08 EUR 166.86 8.5 –4.1 –7.4
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 199.92 14.3 –2.1 –8.2
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 158.80 21.5 9.1 –2.8
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 09/08 EUR 128.13 7.1 5.6 2.6
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 142.95 54.0 14.3 –8.2
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 139.33 53.5 13.7 –9.3
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 16.61 15.9 1.7 –4.9
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 09/08 EUR 14.33 58.3 –10.5 –17.6

n HERMES FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (EGYPT) LIMITED, AMSALES@EFG-HERMES.COM
Tel: 9714 363 4041 *Middle East & Developing Africa Fund
EFG-Hermes Egypt GL EQ BMU 08/31 USD 42.95 24.2 –16.9 –8.2
EFG-Hermes MEDA* GL EQ BMU 07/31 USD 22.51 7.4 –41.0 –12.4
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Legend spells out investment plan
Parent of Lenovo
to put $1.46 billion
in energy, industries

For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

By Aaron Back

BEIJING—China’s Legend Hold-
ings Ltd., the parent company of
computer-maker Lenovo Group
Ltd., detailed its plans Tuesday to
expand its investment activities
and eventually list shares publicly.

Legend Holdings said in a state-
ment it will invest 10 billion yuan
($1.46 billion) over the next five
years in five fields: clean energy,
new materials, technology, finan-
cial services and industries related
to Chinese domestic consumption.

Legend President Liu Chuanzhi
said at a news briefing in Beijing he
hopes Legend Holdings will eventu-
ally list shares, but its units should
list first.

The comments by Legend and
Mr. Liu confirmed a Monday report
by The Wall Street Journal on Leg-
end’s plans.

The strategic shift to play a
larger role as an industrial con-
glomerate comes after China
Oceanwide Holding Group Co. said
Friday that it bought a 29% stake in
Legend for 2.76 billion yuan from
the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

China Oceanwide is a closely
held conglomerate with operations
in the real estate, finance and en-
ergy sectors, among others. It has a
3.1% stake in China Minsheng Bank-
ing Corp., one of the country’s top
10 banks by assets.

Chinese Academy of Sciences
Holding Co., the investment arm of
the academic institution, remains
Legend’s largest shareholder with a
36% stake, followed by a committee
of early employees with a 35% stake.

At the news briefing Tuesday, Mr.
Liu said the China Oceanwide deal
would help clearly define Legend
Holdings as a private company, as the
state-controlled Chinese Academy of
Sciences’ holdings in the conglomer-
ate would fall to 36% from 65%.

He said the change could burnish
Lenovo’s international image. The
computer maker rose to global prom-
inence in 2005 when it bought Inter-
national Business Machines Corp.’s
personal-computer business.

“I think that internationally,
many customers think of Lenovo as
a state-owned company. I remem-
ber that when we were acquiring
IBM’s personal-computer business,
there were some American con-
gressmen who said that Lenovo is a
state-controlled company,” he said.

“After adding China Oceanwide
as an investor, we can explain
clearly that Lenovo is a totally pri-
vate company, and this will benefit
Lenovo’s international business.”

Also speaking at the news brief-
ing Tuesday, Legend Holdings Exec-
utive Vice President Wu Yibing
said the company would target a
100%-200% return on its new in-
vestments over the next five years.

Given Legend’s investment expe-
rience, and that of its venture capi-
tal and private equity units, the com-
pany is confident its returns can
reach that level, he added.

The 10 billion yuan to be in-
vested will come from the accumu-
lated profits of Legend and its
units, Mr. Wu said.

In addition to the Hong Kong-
listed Lenovo, Legend also has a pri-
vate equity unit, Hony Capital; a
venture capital unit, Legend Capi-
tal; and a property unit, Raycom
Real Estate Development Co.

Mr. Liu said Chinese regulations
don’t allow both parent companies
and their units to list, but he hopes
the rules will change this year.

Renaissance raised doubts about Madoff in 2003
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Legend President Liu Chuanzhi, in Beijing on Tuesday, said Legend would be more
clearly defined as a private company after a Chinese academy reduced its stake.

By Jenny Strasburg

And Scott Patterson

Renaissance Technologies, the
big hedge-fund firm run by James Si-
mons, raised questions about Ber-
nard Madoff at least as early as 2003,
eventually triggering a regulatory in-
vestigation of Mr. Madoff and with-
drawal of money, according to a Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission

watchdog report.
Details reveal-

ing Renaissance ex-
ecutives’ concerns
about Mr. Madoff’s

strategy and the validity of his re-
ported returns figure prominently in
the SEC report, released on Friday.

It offers a glimpse inside one of
the hedge-fund industry’s most se-
cretive and consistently profitable
firms. Renaissance emails in the
477-page report include exchanges
among executives of the East Set-
auket, N.Y., firm who rarely are heard
from publicly. The discussions also
highlight how sophisticated inves-
tors came into contact with the Ponzi-
scheme operator. A Renaissance

spokesman declined to comment.
The SEC declined to comment

beyond the report.
James Simons met Mr. Madoff

through Long Island business rela-
tionships formed in the 1980s, The
Wall Street Journal reported in Febru-
ary. Mr. Simons’s positive view of Mr.
Madoff subsequently helped Mr. Mad-
off raise money from others. But as
the new SEC report shows, Mr. Si-
mons and others at his firm later
grew distrustful of Mr. Madoff.

In April 2004, the SEC in a rou-
tine examination of Renaissance un-
earthed internal 2003 emails
among executives of the firm outlin-
ing concerns about the Madoff
firm’s trading and claimed profits,
the report said. The SEC followed up
with a 2005 exam of the Madoff oper-
ations that failed to uncover fraud.

The first Renaissance email,
dated Nov. 13, 2003, was written by
Nathaniel Simons, son of founder
James Simons and manager of the
firm’s division that selects other
hedge funds where Renaissance
puts employee and client money.

The younger Mr. Simons noted

what he considered several strange
characteristics at Mr. Madoff’s oper-
ation, including unusually low fees
and market rumors that Mr. Madoff
cherry-picked profitable trades for
certain clients. One industry consult-
ant suggested to Renaissance em-
ployees that Mr. Madoff would soon
run into “a serious problem,” Mr. Si-
mons wrote.

The email from Nathaniel Si-
mons, which was sent to senior Re-
naissance executives including
James Simons, suggested that New
York’s then-attorney general, Eliot
Spitzer, who had prosecuted high-
profile securities-fraud cases,
should be on alert for Madoff.

“It’s high season on money man-
agers, and Madoff’s head would look
pretty good above Elliot [sic]
Spitzer’s mantle,” the younger Si-
mons wrote. He added that unless
Renaissance could “get comfort-
able” with the regulatory risks, the
firm should “get out.”

Separately, following the Novem-
ber 2003 email from Nathaniel Si-
mons, Henry Laufer, Renaissance’s
chief scientist, questioned Mr. Mad-

off’s ability to exit the market, selling
its investments and holding prima-
rily cash supposedly to avoid losses
that hit other investment firms.

The timing of the moves, Mr.
Laufer said, was almost statistically
impossible.

Renaissance didn’t pull its Mad-
off investments immediately, accord-
ing to the report. Nathaniel Simons
told regulators the firm believed the
SEC had closely examined Mr. Mad-
off’s investments, and regulators
should have been able to perform the
same analysis of Mr. Madoff’s trad-
ing strategy that Renaissance had.
He told the SEC, “[Y]ou just assume
that someone was paying attention
to make sure that there was some-
thing on the other side of the trade.”

“We did feel that despite the fact
that we’re kind of smart people, we
were just looking at matters of public
record,” he also said in his testimony.
However, Renaissance became in-
creasingly uncomfortable with Mr.
Madoff and withdrew money, and
James Simons urged other investors
he knew to withdraw, people familiar
with the matter said.
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By Ditas Lopez

Hutchison Whampoa Ltd. is sell-
ing six-year and 10-year U.S. dollar
bonds to raise $3 billion, a deal that
grew from the $2 billion planned ini-
tially.

The offering marks a return to
the global market for debt refinanc-
ing for the company, which raised
funds earlier this year. It comes as
continued improvement in global
market sentiment makes it easier
for Asian borrowers to raise funds
offshore.

“As spreads continue to trade
tight, more and more corporates
will likely consider locking in the
low rates,” Brayan Lai, a credit ana-
lyst at Calyon in Hong Kong, wrote
in a note to clients. “However, the ca-
veat is frequent issuers may look
less interesting given the intention
to diversify risk.”

Still, Hutchison, a highly rated
well-known issuer, isn’t expected to
have any trouble selling its two-part
offering given the much-improved li-
quidity in the market.

Hutchison, a Hong Kong con-
glomerate with interests ranging
from ports to telecommunications,
is looking to raise $2 billion from the
proposed 2015 bond issue and $1 bil-
lion from the proposed 2019 bond is-
sue, a person familiar with the deal
said.

The interest-rate spread relative
to comparable U.S. Treasury debt
was set at 2.275 percentage points for
the six-year bond, and at 2.35 percent-
age points for the 10-year bond. The
deal was expected to be completed
Tuesday afternoon in New York.

Both spreads were narrower
than the levels intially expected. Ini-
tial guidance was around 2.35 per-
centage points and 2.40 percentage
points for the 2015 and 2019 bonds,
respectively.

The yield spreads are signifi-
cantly lower than the 4.75 percent-
age-point spread that Hutchison
paid for its 10-year bond during its
last trip to the global market earlier
this year. Its US$1.5 billion 2019
bond, sold in April, attracted around
US$6 billion in orders.

Since the latter part of this year,
global bond yield spreads have nar-
rowed while the cost of insuring
bonds against default and restruc-
turing has dropped substantially on
growing expectations that the
worst of the economic downturn
has passed.

Barclays Capital, a unit of Bar-
clays PLC, Deutsche Bank AG, and
HSBC Holdings PLC are in charge of
the sale.
 —Claudia Assis

contributed to this article.

Hutchison’s sale
of dollar bonds
now at $3 billion
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